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PART 1: 

Introduction 
The Multi-Modality Suite includes a wide selection of screens for EEG, peripheral physiology 
and surface EMG biofeedback applications. For many of these applications, the screens 
categorised under Assessment, Training, Reviewing and Reporting. 
 
EEG screens 
The Suite includes channel sets and screens for one or two EEG sensors (connected to inputs C 
and D). It is composed of screens for amplitude training (IIR filter-based frequency-bands) and 
for coherence training. The amplitude based training screens include: 

• Alpha/Theta 
• SMR, Theta and EMG 
• Beta Theta and EMG 
• Gamma, Wide Band inhibit and EMG 
• User defined Reward and Inhibits 

 
For some of the above band combinations, a number of training paradigms are possible: 

• Immediate feedback: Where feedback is given on individual above/below threshold 
conditions for each reward/inhibit band. 

• Sustain feedback: Where feedback is given on how much time a set of threshold 
conditions can be held together. 

• Discrete feedback: Where feedback is given only after a set of threshold conditions have 
been maintained together for a fixed period of time (1/4 and 1/2 second periods). 

 
The Suite includes a number of general-purpose reviewing screens that can be used to assess the 
quality of recorded data and, if necessary, to reject segments of data that are distorted by artifacts. 
Also, for each of the above band combinations, a report screen can be loaded for generating 
session reports. Two-channel EEG screens include a training screen designed for user-defined 
bands, some general-purpose reviewing screens and a series of coherence training screens. 
 
An EEG assessment script is provided to facilitate the acquisition of pre- and/or post training 
baseline data that can be used for generating trend reports. 
 
Peripheral Physiology Screens 
The Multi-Modality suite incorporates many single-signal training screens for temperature, skin 
conductance, respiration and EMG with Multi-Modality assessment and reviewing screens. A 
baseline and a 7-activity stress assessment script are also provided to easily generate data for 
assessments and trend reports.   
 
1 or 2-Channel EMG Screens 
The MultiModality suite also includes a number of assessment and training screens for 1 or 2-
channel EMG biofeedback. A simple Work/Rest script is included for assessment and training. 

 
Click to return to contents… 
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Single-Channel EEG screens – PI 1 EEG IIR Feeback.chs 
*The same screen composition appears for GAMMA, SMR, user-defined, Beta and Alpha/Theta 

Assessment Screens: 

 
PI EEG 1Ch Assess – Line Graphs 2D FFT.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI 1 EEG IIR Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Assessment 
Description: Assessment: EEG line graph with 2D FFT 
 
Overview: The screen is composed of two single-line graphs, showing the raw EEG and 
EMG Artifact signals, one multi-line graph showing the peak-to-peak amplitudes of the 
main EEG bands and a 2D Spectrum instrument connected to a 1-second FFT channel. A 
prompt instrument, at the top of the screen, displays text instructions when a script is 
running.  
 
Purpose: This screen is mainly used by the EEG Baseline assessment script, but it can be 
loaded for reviewing and artifacting session data. Loading this screen in record mode 
allows you to monitor the signal’s quality before you switch to using feedback screens. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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Feedback Screens: 

 
PI EEG 1Ch Alpha Theta - Bars Tones.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI 1 EEG IIR Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Training 
Description: Alpha/Theta: Bars & Tones + FFT 
 
Overview: The main components of the screen are four bar graphs with colour-change 
and threshold-dependant MIDI tones. The Alpha and Theta bar graphs generate high and 
low-pitched tones when the signals are above threshold. The Eye Rolls and Muscle 
Tension (EMG) bars are inhibit graphs; the tones stop playing when either one is above 
threshold. When both inhibit graphs are below threshold, a third, very low, background 
tone is heard. The horizontal scale instrument, above the bar graphs, is set to emit a high 
bell tone when the threshold is crossed. The 2D Frequency Spectrum instrument, below, 
shows the EEG frequencies from 1 to 64 Hz. The theta and alpha bands are highlighted in 
green and blue to match the colours on the bar graphs. 
 
Purpose: The training goal is to generate all three tones, by keeping Alpha and Theta 
above the thresholds and both inhibits below. The bell tone is heard when a cross-over 
occurs.  
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI EEG 1Ch Alpha Theta - Lines Tones.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI 1 EEG IIR Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Training 
Description: Alpha/Theta: Lines & Tones 
 
Overview: The main components of the screen are four bar graphs with colour-change 
and threshold-dependant MIDI tones. The Alpha and Theta bar graphs generate high and 
low-pitched tones when the signals are above threshold. The Eye Rolls and Muscle 
Tension (EMG) bars are inhibit graphs; the tones stop playing when either one is above 
threshold. When both inhibit graphs are below threshold, a third, very low, background 
tone is heard. The horizontal scale instrument, above the bar graphs, is set to emit a high 
bell tone when the threshold is crossed. The line graph instrument on top shows the 
Alpha and Theta amplitudes. 
 
Purpose: The training goal is to generate all three tones, by keeping Alpha and Theta 
above the thresholds and both inhibits below. The bell tone is heard when a cross-over 
occurs. By looking at the line graph it is easier to perceive the dynamic interplay of 
Alpha and Theta amplitudes.  
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI EEG 1Ch Beta 1 - AVI Animation.scr 
PI EEG 1Ch SMR - AVI Animation.scr 
PI EEG 1Ch Gamma - AVI Animation.scr 
PI EEG 1Ch User - AVI Animation.scr 
Channel Set: PI 1 EEG IIR Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Training 
Description: Beta 1: Immediate FB with AVI animation 

SMR: Immediate FB with AVI animation 
Gamma: Immediate FB with AVI animation 
User Defined: Immediate FB with AVI animation 

Overview: The screen is composed of three display instruments: Two bar graphs, 
connected to inhibit channels, and one animation instrument, connected to a reward 
channel. The animation instrument plays a circular AVI animation and a MIDI song 
when the reward signal is above threshold. Feedback stops when the signal is below 
threshold. The two inhibit instruments also stop the feedback when either signal goes 
above threshold. Finally, the bar graphs indicate above/below threshold conditions by 
changing colour from green to red.      
Purpose: This screen is designed for immediate feedback. Its training goal is to keep the 
animation and music playing by raising the reward signal above threshold and keeping 
the inhibit signals below threshold. 
Note: The same screen composition is used for 4 different EEG training protocols. Also, the animation and 
music feedback can be modified using the Screen Editor Lite program or Screen Editor program.  
Click to return to contents… 
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PI EEG 1Ch Beta 1 - PAL Animation.scr 
PI EEG 1Ch SMR - PAL Animation.scr 
PI EEG 1Ch Gamma - PAL Animation.scr 
PI EEG 1Ch User - PAL Animation.scr 
Channel Set: PI 1 EEG IIR Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Training 
Description: Beta 1: Immediate FB with palette animation 

SMR: Immediate FB with palette animation 
Gamma: Immediate FB with palette animation 
User Defined: Immediate FB with palette animation 

Overview: The screen is composed of three display instruments: Two inhibit growing 
shape instruments and one reward palette animation instrument. The animation 
instrument shifts the colours on a 256-colour bitmap picture when the reward signal is 
above threshold. The animation stops when the signal is below threshold. The two inhibit 
instruments also stop the animation when either signal goes above threshold. The two 
growing shape instruments indicate above/below threshold conditions by changing colour 
from yellow to red. All three instruments play a MIDI tone when in reward condition.       
Purpose: This screen is designed for immediate feedback. Its training goal is to keep the 
animation and all three tones playing by raising the reward signal above threshold and 
keeping the inhibit signals below threshold. 
Note: The same screen composition is used for 4 different EEG training protocols. Also, the PAL 
animation and tones can be modified using the Screen Editor Lite or Screen Editor program. 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI EEG 1Ch Beta 1 - MIDI Splitter.scr 
PI EEG 1Ch SMR - MIDI Splitter.scr 
PI EEG 1Ch Gamma - MIDI Splitter.scr 
PI EEG 1Ch User - MIDI Splitter.scr 
Channel Set: PI 1 EEG IIR Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Training 
Description: Beta 1: Immediate FB with MIDI splitter 

SMR: Immediate FB with MIDI splitter 
Gamma: Immediate FB with MIDI splitter 
User Defined: Immediate FB with MIDI splitter 

Overview: The screen is composed of three Animation instruments. One is connected to 
a reward channel, the other two, to inhibit channels. Each animation instrument plays a 
binary AVI animation (two frames) that either shows or hides a specific music 
instrument. The reward instrument shows a piano when the signal is above threshold and 
the inhibits show their instruments, a guitar and a base, when their signals are below the 
threshold. All three instruments play an individual track of a MIDI song when in reward 
condition.       

Purpose: This screen is designed for immediate feedback. Its training goal is to keep the 
three instruments on the screen playing their part by raising the reward signal above 
threshold and keeping the inhibit signals below threshold. 
Note: The same screen composition is used for 4 different EEG training protocols. 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI EEG 1Ch Beta 1 - Pot O Gold.scr 
PI EEG 1Ch SMR - Pot O Gold.scr 
PI EEG 1Ch Gamma - Pot O Gold.scr 
PI EEG 1Ch User - Pot O Gold.scr 
Channel Set: PI 1 EEG IIR Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Training 
Description: Beta 1: Immediate FB with Pot O' Gold Game 

SMR: Immediate FB with Pot O' Gold Game 
Gamma: Immediate FB with Pot O' Gold Game 
User Defined: Immediate FB with Pot O' Gold Game 

Overview: The screen is composed of three animation instruments. Two small ones, 
along the left, are connected to inhibit channels and play a binary animation (two frames) 
that shows a frowning or smiling leprechaun. The larger animation is connected to the 
reward channel and plays the game’s animation and a MIDI song when the reward signal 
is above threshold. The animation and the music stop when the signal is below threshold 
or when either inhibit instrument goes above threshold. When an inhibit kicks in, the 
leprechaun’s face frowns and a Wav file is played, saying “Uh Oh!” The sound is 
repeated (cycled), every few seconds, as long as the signal is above threshold.      
Purpose: This screen is designed for immediate feedback. Its training goal is to keep the 
animation and music playing by raising the reward signal above threshold and keeping 
the inhibit signals below threshold (the two leprechauns). 
Note: The same screen composition is used for 4 different EEG training protocols. 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI EEG 1Ch Beta 1 - AVI Fade Animation.scr 
PI EEG 1Ch SMR - AVI Fade Animation.scr 
PI EEG 1Ch Gamma - AVI Fade Animation.scr 
PI EEG 1Ch User - AVI Fade Animation.scr 
Channel Set: PI 1 EEG IIR Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Training 
Description: Beta 1: Sustain FB with fading AVI animation 

SMR: Sustain FB with fading AVI animation 
Gamma: Sustain FB with fading AVI animation 
User Defined: Sustain FB with fading AVI animation 

Overview: The screen is composed of four display instruments. Three growing shape 
instruments are connected to one reward and two inhibit channels. Each one changes 
colour from red to green when the desired threshold condition is met. The animation 
instrument is connected to a counter that starts incrementing when all three growing 
shape instruments are green. As the animation plays, a tone is heard. The tone stops and 
the counter is reset when any of the growing shape instruments turns red. 

Purpose: This screen is designed to give feedback on the ability to sustain three 
threshold conditions together. Its training goal is to get the animation to play all the way, 
and keep the tone playing, by maintaining the reward signal above threshold and keeping 
the inhibit signals below threshold as long as possible. 
Note: The same screen composition is used for 4 different EEG training protocols. Also, the animation and 
tones can be modified using the Screen Editor Lite program or Screen Editor program. 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI EEG 1Ch Beta 1 - AVI Puzzle 01.scr (or 02) 
PI EEG 1Ch SMR - AVI Puzzle 01.scr (or 02) 
PI EEG 1Ch Gamma - AVI Puzzle 01.scr (or 02) 
PI EEG 1Ch User - AVI Puzzle 01.scr (or 02) 
Channel Set: PI 1 EEG IIR Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Training 
Description: Beta 1: 1/4 sec discrete reward with puzzle animation (1/2 sec with 02) 

SMR: 1/4 sec discrete reward with puzzle animation (1/2 sec with 02) 
Gamma: 1/4 sec discrete reward with puzzle animation (1/2 sec with 02) 
User Defined: 1/4 sec discrete reward with puzzle animation (1/2 sec with 02) 

Overview: The screen is composed of four display instruments. Three bar graphs, on the 
left, are connected to one reward and two inhibit channels. Each one changes colour from 
red to green when the desired threshold condition is met. The animation instrument, on 
the right, is connected to a counter that is incremented each time all three bar graphs are 
held in the green state for a given period of time (1/4 or 1/2 second). When a new piece is 
added to the puzzle, a tone is heard. 
Purpose: This screen is designed to give feedback on the ability to sustain three 
threshold conditions together for a fixed period of time. The training goal is to complete 
the puzzle by holding the reward conditions together for the defined period of time as 
often as possible. 
Note: The same screen composition is used for 4 different EEG training protocols. Also, the puzzle 
animation and tones can be modified using the Screen Editor Lite program or Screen Editor Program. 
Click to return to contents… 
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Reviewing Screens:

 

 
PI EEG 1Ch Review - Line Graph 2D FFT.scr 
Channel Set: PI 1 EEG IIR Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Review 
Description: Line graphs with 2D FFT & % power 

Overview: The screen is composed of three graphs: A single-line graph, for reviewing 
raw EEG signals and performing artifact rejection, a multi-line graph, showing the peak-
to-peak amplitudes of the main EEG bands, and a 2D Spectrum instrument, connected to 
a 1-second FFT channel. Along the left side, a column of numeric instruments display the 
percent power values for the EEG bands.   

Purpose: This screen is designed for reviewing and artifacting session data. In review 
mode, you can slide the Time Mark cursor back and forth along the recording to see the 
moment-to-moment changes in the FFT and percent power values. Loading this screen in 
record mode allows you to monitor the signal’s quality before you switch to using 
feedback screens. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI EEG 1Ch Review - Line Graph 3D FFT.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI 1 EEG IIR Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Review 
Description: Review Line Graph & 3D Spectrum 
 
Overview: The screen is composed of two graphs: A single-line graph, for reviewing raw 
EEG signals and performing artifact rejection, and a 3D Spectrum instrument, connected 
to a 1-second FFT channel.  
 
Purpose: This screen is designed for reviewing and artifacting session data. In review 
mode, you can slide the Time Mark cursor back and forth along the recording to see the 
moment-to-moment changes in the 3D FFT. Loading this screen in record mode allows 
you to monitor the signal’s quality before you switch to using feedback screens. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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Reporting screens: 

 
PI EEG 1Ch Alpha Theta - Report.scr 
PI EEG 1Ch Beta 1 - Report.scr 
PI EEG 1Ch SMR - Report.scr 
PI EEG 1Ch Gamma - Report.scr 
PI EEG 1Ch User - Report.scr 
Channel Set: PI 1 EEG IIR Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Report 
Description: Alpha/Theta: Report 
  Beta 1: Report 
  SMR: Report 
  Gamma: Report 
  User Defined Bands: Report 

Overview: The report screen is composed of a multi-line graph and a table of numeric 
instruments, displaying relevant statistics. 

Purpose: This screen is used to quickly review a session and generate session reports. To 
generate a report for an Open Display session, be sure to select the appropriate statistics 
as you are loading it.  
Notes: The same screen composition is used for reporting on 5 different EEG training protocols. The Report screens 
are not designed for artifact rejection since they contain no single line-graphs; use Reviewing screens for artifact 
rejection. 
Click to return to contents… 
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Two-Channel EEG screens – PI 2 EEG IIR Feeback.chs 
Reviewing Screens: 

 
PI EEG 2Ch Review - Line Graphs 2D FFT.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI 2 EEG IIR Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Review 
Description: Bilateral Mind Mirror with % power 
 
Overview: The screen is composed of three graphs: Two single-line graphs, at the top, 
for reviewing raw EEG signals and performing artifact rejection and a bilateral 2D 
Spectrum instrument, in the center, connected to 1-second FFT channels for inputs C and 
D. Along both sides, columns of numeric instruments display the percent power values 
for the EEG bands.   
 
Purpose: This screen is designed for reviewing and artifacting session data. In review 
mode, you can slide the Time Mark cursor back and forth along the recording to see the 
moment-to-moment changes in the FFT and percent power values. Loading this screen in 
record mode allows you to monitor signal quality before you switch to using feedback 
screens. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI EEG 2Ch Review - Line Graphs 3D FFT.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI 2 EEG IIR Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Review 
Description: Review Line Graph & 3D Spectrum 
 
Overview: The screen is composed of four graphs: Two single-line graphs, at the top, for 
reviewing raw EEG signals and performing artifact rejection, and two 3D Spectrum 
instruments, connected to 1-second FFT channels for inputs C and D.  
 
Purpose: This screen is designed for reviewing and artifacting session data. In review 
mode, you can slide the Time Mark cursor back and forth along the recording to see the 
moment-to-moment changes on the 3D FFT displays. Loading this screen in record mode 
allows you to monitor the signal’s quality before you switch to using feedback screens. 

 
Click to return to contents… 
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Training Screens: 

 
PI EEG 2Ch User - FB Bilateral Conditions 01.scr (or 02) 
 
Channel Set: PI 1 EEG IIR Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Training 
Description: 1/4 sec bilateral FB with 2 rewards & 4 Inhibits 

Overview: The screen is composed of ten display instruments, four on each side, and two 
in the center. The EEG information from input C and D is shown on the left and right 
side, respectively. The two line graphs at the top show the raw EEG signals. On each 
side, two bar graphs are connected to inhibit channels and one animation instrument is 
connected to a reward channel. In the center, a counter and an animation instrument keep 
track of bilateral success. When the inhibit/reward conditions are met on a given side, the 
animation on that side starts playing and a constant tone is heard on the speaker of that 
side. When the reward/inhibit conditions on both sides are held for a specified amount of 
time (1/4 or 1/2 second) the Counter is incremented, the animation advances by one 
frame and a single note is heard.       

Purpose: This screen is designed to give immediate and discrete feedback for two EEG 
sites at once. The training goal is to get the animation on each side to play and to acquire 
as high a success count number as possible by holding the reward conditions together for 
the defined period of time as often as possible. 
 

Click to return to contents… 
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PI EEG 2Ch Coh - Theta AVI Head.scr 
PI EEG 2Ch Coh - L Alpha AVI Head.scr 
PI EEG 2Ch Coh - H Alpha AVI Head.scr 
PI EEG 2Ch Coh - SMR AVI Head.scr 
PI EEG 2Ch Coh - Beta 1 AVI Head.scr 
PI EEG 2Ch Coh - Beta 2 AVI Head.scr  
PI EEG 2Ch Coh - Beta 3 AVI Head.scr 
PI EEG 2Ch Coh - Beta 4 AVI Head.scr 
PI EEG 2Ch Coh - Beta 5 AVI Head.scr 
PI EEG 2Ch Coh - Gamma AVI Head.scr  
PI EEG 2Ch Coh - User AVI Head.scr 
Channel Set: PI 2 EEG Coh Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Training 
Description: Coherence FB: Theta with AVI Head, Coherence FB: L Alpha with AVI 
Head, Coherence FB: H Alpha with AVI Head, Coherence FB: SMR with AVI Head, 
Coherence FB: Beta 1 with AVI Head, Coherence FB: Beta 2 with AVI Head, Coherence 
FB: Beta 3 with AVI Head, Coherence FB: Beta 4 with AVI Head, Coherence FB: Beta 5 
with AVI Head, Coherence FB: Gamma with AVI Head, Coherence FB: User defined 
band with AVI Head 
Overview: The screen is composed of eight display instruments. Four bar graphs on the 
left side are connected to two inhibit channels from both sides. On the right side, a line 
graph, a numeric and an animation instrument show the moment-to-moment average 
coherence for all frequencies within the defined band. A small binary animation shows a 
red light that turns bright when any inhibit signal goes over threshold.       
Purpose: This screen is designed to give immediate feedback on coherence for a given 
frequency band, between two sites. The training goal is to get the animation “in focus” 
while maintaining the inhibit signals below threshold and the red light off. 
Note: The same screen composition is used for 11 different EEG training protocols. 
Click to return to contents… 
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Physiology Screens - PI 5 Ch Gen Physio Feedback.chs 
Assessment Screens: 

 
PI Phy 5Ch Str7 - Monitor Graphs.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI 5 Ch Gen Physio Feedback.chs 
Category: Physiology Assessment 
Description: Stress Evaluation: Line Graphs with Script Prompts 
 
Overview: The screen is composed of four multi-line graphs, each showing two 
physiological signals, and 5 numeric displays. A prompt instrument, at the top of the 
screen, displays text instructions when a script is running.  
 
Purpose: This screen is mainly used by the Physiology Baseline and Stress Evaluation 
scripts, but it can also be used for reviewing session data. Loading this screen with other 
feedback screens allows you to monitor signal quality before switching to using the 
feedback screens. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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Training Screens: 

 
PI Phy 5Ch Temp - Sun Rise.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI 5 Ch Gen Physio Feedback.chs 
Category: Physiology Training 
Description: Temperature FB with Sun Rise Animation 
 
Overview: The screen is composed of three instruments: One single line graph, one 
numeric and one animation. All three are connected to the same temperature channel. The 
animation advances and plays a MIDI song when the signal is above the threshold line. 
When the signal falls below threshold, the music stops and the animation is progressively 
reversed.   
 
Purpose: The screen is designed for temperature biofeedback. The training goal is to get 
the sun to rise and keep the music playing.  
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI Phy 5Ch Temp - Lightbulb AVI.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI 5 Ch Gen Physio Feedback.chs 
Category: Physiology Training 
Description: Temperature FB with glowing lightbulb 
 
Overview: The screen is composed of three instruments: One single line graph, one 
numeric and one animation. All three are connected to the same temperature channel. The 
animation instrument plays a MIDI tone (inverse-proportional to the scale) when the 
signal is within the scale boundaries.  
 
Purpose: The screen is designed for temperature biofeedback. The training goal is to get 
the light bulb to glow as warmly as possible and let the tone fall as low as possible. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI Phy 5Ch SC - Fractal AVI.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI 5 Ch Gen Physio Feedback.chs 
Category: Physiology Training 
Description: Skin Conductance FB with growing fractal 
 
Overview: The screen is composed of three instruments: One single line graph, one 
numeric and one animation. All three are connected to the same skin conductance 
channel. The animation instrument plays a MIDI tone (proportional to the scale) when the 
signal is within the scale boundaries.  
 
Purpose: The screen is designed for skin conductance biofeedback. The training goal is 
to get the fractal pattern to expand to its maximum and let the tone fall as low as possible. 
 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI Phy 5Ch SC - Smiley AVI.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI 5 Ch Gen Physio Feedback.chs 
Category: Physiology Training 
Description: Skin Conductance FB with smiley face 
 
Overview: The screen is composed of three instruments: One single line graph, one 
numeric and one animation. All three are connected to the same skin conductance 
channel. The animation advances and plays an MP3 song when the signal is below the 
threshold; the music stops and the animation is progressively reversed when the signal is 
above the threshold. The line graph plays a MIDI tone (proportional to the scale) when 
the signal is within the scale boundaries.  
 
Purpose: The screen is designed for skin conductance biofeedback. The training goal is 
to get the face to smile and the music to play. The proportional tone gives constant audio 
feedback and a fast indication of any change in the signal’s direction.  
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI Phy 5Ch Resp Ampl - Line Graph.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI 5 Ch Gen Physio Feedback.chs 
Category: Physiology Training 
Description: Respiration FB with Rate and Amplitude 
 
Overview: The screen is composed of five instruments: One single line graph, showing 
the respiration signal, two growing shape instruments, showing the respiration rate, on 
the left and amplitude, on the right. Two numeric instruments for rate and amplitude are 
also shown. The amplitude circle emits a single proportional tone when the signal is 
above the threshold. The respiration rate instruments turn dark yellow when outside of 
threshold condition and the respiration amplitude turns dark yellow when you are inside 
the threshold condition.  
 
Purpose: After each breath cycle, the rate and amplitude graphs are adjusted and a tone 
is heard if the amplitude of the breath was above the threshold. If the respiration rate 
increases over threshold, the left side circle turns dark yellow. The training goal consists 
of breathing deeply enough to generate a tone, but not so fast that the rate circle expands 
over the threshold. Both circles should stay bright.  
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI Phy 5Ch Resp EMG - Line Graph Grow Box.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI 5 Ch Gen Physio Feedback.chs 
Category: Physiology Training 
Description: Respiration FB with EMG Inhibit 
 
Overview: The screen is composed of six instruments: One large growing shape 
instrument, in the center, shows the raw respiration signal and plays a Wav file. On each 
side, two numeric instruments and two bar graphs are connected to the respiration rate 
and EMG amplitude signals. The bar graphs are inhibit instruments; if either one goes 
over their threshold, the music stops. A multi-line graph at the bottom of the screen, 
shows the respiration and EMG traces. 
 
Purpose: The large growing shape, in the center, gives an indication of the range of chest 
expansion/contraction. This helps when training a client to breathe deeply. The training 
goal of this screen is to practice slow deep breathing and keep the music playing i.e. 
without tensing the shoulder muscles or increasing the respiration rate. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI Phy 5Ch BVP Temp - Grow Boxes.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI 5 Ch Gen Physio Feedback.chs 
Category: Physiology Training 
Description: BVP FB with Amplitude, HR and Temperature 
 
Overview: The screen is composed of four instruments: One growing shape instrument, 
on the lower half of the screen, shows the beat-by-beat blood volume pulse amplitude and 
plays a proportional MIDI tone at each beat. Above, a multi-line graph shows the raw 
BVP and temperature signals. At the top of the screen, numeric instruments show the 
temperature and heart rate values. 
 
Purpose: At each beat, the growing shape and tone give an indication of the BVP 
signal’s amplitude. The training goal is to increase the amplitude of the BVP signal and, 
consequentially, the peripheral temperature.  
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI Phy 5Ch HR max min - AVI Animation.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI 5 Ch Gen Physio Feedback.chs 
Category: Physiology Training 
Description: RSA/HRV FB HR Max - HR min with animation 
 
Overview: The screen is composed of four instruments: One multi-line graph shows the 
raw respiration and heart rate signals; One numeric instrument shows the “HR max – HR 
min” computation, which is a measure of heart rate variability obtained by calculating the 
difference between the maximum and minimum heart rate, after each breath. One 
animation instrument, also connected to HR max – HR min, is set to be proportional to 
the signal (i.e. threshold independent) and emits a proportional tone after each breathing 
cycle. Finally, a small bar graph, in the upper right corner is set to inhibit feedback 
(animation and tone) when the HR max – HR min value is abnormally high because of an 
artifact. The bar changes color to red when the signal is above threshold, to indicate that 
an artifact was encountered. By editing the channel set before a session is started, it is 
possible to modify the HR max – HR min algorithm’s sensitivity, between Fast and Slow 
breathing, if too many artefacts are occurring.  
 
Purpose: After each breath cycle, the HR max – HR min is calculated and shown on the 
numeric instrument. The animation expands and a tone is heard. The training goal is to 
get the animation to expand to its maximum, by increasing the HR max – HR min value, 
and not trigger the artifact inhibit. 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI Phy 5Ch RSA HRV - 2D FFT.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI 5 Ch Gen Physio Feedback.chs 
Category: Physiology Training 
Description: RSA/HRV FB Line Graphs with 2D FFT & Pk Freq. 
 
Overview: The screen’s main components are a multi-line graph, showing the raw 
respiration signal with heart rate (HR), and a 2D FFT instrument, showing the heart rate 
variability (HRV) frequency spectrum - calculated from a 64 second sliding time window 
of inter beat interval (IBI) values. At the top of the screen, a single line graph shows the 
raw BVP, to facilitate troubleshooting the signal’s pick up. Below, two numeric 
instruments show the heart rate and respiration rate. Just above the 2D Spectrum, a 
numeric instrument shows the peak frequency. Below, two last numeric instruments show 
the temperature and skin conductance, as indicators of other sympathetic and 
parasympathetic functions. The screen does not give audio feedback. 
 
Purpose: This screen can be used in a variety of ways, as a monitoring or feedback tool. 
Generally, it is used for respiration sinus arrhythmia training as it clearly demonstrates 
how much the HR signal oscillates with the respiration trace during the breathing cycle. 
Some breathing exercises involve reaching a target respiration rate and seeing a 
corresponding peak at a given HRV frequency. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI Phy 5Ch RSA HRV - Line Graphs 3D FFT.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI 5 Ch Gen Physio Feedback.chs 
Category: Physiology Training 
Description: RSA/HRV FB Line Graphs & 3D FFT + Temp & Skin Cond. 

Overview: The screen’s main components are a multi-line graph, showing the raw 
respiration signal with heart rate (HR), and a 3D FFT instrument, showing the heart rate 
variability (HRV) frequency spectrum - calculated from a 64 second sliding time window 
of inter beat interval (IBI) values. At the top of the screen, a single line graph shows the 
raw BVP, to facilitate troubleshooting the signal’s pick up. On each side of the BVP 
signal, two numeric instruments show the heart rate and respiration rate. Just below the 
2D Spectrum, a numeric instrument shows the peak frequency. On each side of the 3D 
graph, two numeric instruments and two bar graphs show the temperature and skin 
conductance, as indicators of other sympathetic and parasympathetic functions. The 
screen does not give audio feedback. 
Purpose: Like the previous screen, this screen can be used in a variety of ways, as a 
monitoring or feedback tool. Generally, it is used for respiration sinus arrhythmia training 
as it clearly demonstrates how much the HR signal oscillates with the respiration trace 
during the breathing cycle. Some breathing exercises involve reaching a target respiration 
rate and seeing a corresponding peak at a given HRV frequency. The 3D graph shows a 
history of changes in the FFT output, which can be helpful when practicing a variety of 
internal strategies in order to see which one is more immediately effective in creating 
shifts in peak frequency. 
Click to return to contents… 
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Reviewing: 

 
PI Phy 5Ch Review - Line Graphs Numeric.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI 5 Ch Gen Physio Feedback.chs 
Category: Physiology Review 
Description: Line Graphs with Numeric displays 
 
Overview: The screen is composed of two single-line and four multi-line graphs, 
connected to various physiological signals. It also shows some of these signals on 
numeric displays, to facilitate reviewing.  Please note: the EMG is on a multi-line graph 
and cannot be used for rejecting artifact. 
 
Purpose: This screen is mainly used for reviewing data recorded with the Baseline or the 
Stress Evaluation scripts, but it can also be used for reviewing session data. Loading this 
screen with other feedback screens allows you to monitor signal quality before switching 
to using the feedback screens. If necessary, it is possible to place artifact rejection 
segments over noisy signals, from the top line graphs. When artifacting heart rate or 
respiration rate, care should be taken to place the segment right over the rejected beat(s). 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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Reporting:  

 
PI Phy 5Ch Report - Line Graphs Means.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI 5 Ch Gen Physio Feedback.chs 
Category: Physiology Report 
Screen Name:  
Description: Line Graphs with Means 
 
Overview: The screen is composed of three multi-line graphs, showing key physiological 
signals and a set of numeric instruments, at the top, showing the mean values for these 
signals (calculated to the time mark). 
 
Purpose: This screen is mainly used for generating reports from sessions recorded with 
the Baseline or Stress Evaluation scripts. To generate a report for an Open Display 
session, be sure to select the appropriate statistics as you are loading it. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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Physiology Screens with EKG - PI 5 Ch Gen EKG Physio 
Feedback.chs 
Assessment Screens: 

 
PI Phy 5Ch EKG - Phys Monitor Graphs.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI 5 Ch Gen EKG Physio Feedback.chs 
Category: Physiology Assessment with EKG 
Screen Name: Description: Stress Evaluation: Line Graphs with Script Prompts 
 
Overview: The screen is composed of four multi-line graphs, each showing two 
physiological signals, and 5 numeric displays. A prompt instrument, at the top of the 
screen, displays text instructions when a script is running.  
 
Purpose: This screen is mainly used by the Baseline script, but it can also be used for 
reviewing session data. Loading this screen with other feedback screens allows you to 
monitor signal quality before switching to using the feedback screens. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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Training: 

 
PI Phy 5Ch EKG HR max min - AVI Animation.scr 
Channel Set: PI 5 Ch Gen EKG Physio Feedback.chs 
Category: Physiology Training with EKG 
Description: RSA/HRV FB HR Max - HR min with animation 

Overview: The screen is composed of four instruments: One multi-line graph shows the 
raw respiration and heart rate signals; One numeric instrument shows the “HR max – HR 
min” computation, which is a measure of heart rate variability obtained by calculating the 
difference between the maximum and minimum heart rate, after each breath. One 
animation instrument, also connected to HR max – HR min, is set to be proportional to 
the signal (i.e. threshold independent) and emits a proportional tone after each breathing 
cycle. Finally, a small bar graph, in the upper right corner is set to inhibit feedback 
(animation and tone) when the HR max – HR min value is abnormally high because of an 
artifact. The bar changes color to red when the signal is above threshold, to indicate that 
an artifact was encountered. By editing the channel set before a session is started, it is 
possible to modify the HR max – HR min algorithm’s sensitivity, between fast and slow 
breathing, if too many artefacts are occurring.  

Purpose: After each breath cycle, the HR max – HR min is calculated and shown on the 
numeric instrument. The animation expands and a tone is heard. The training goal is to 
get the animation to expand to its maximum, by increasing the HR max – HR min value, 
and not trigger the artifact inhibit. 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI Phy 5Ch EKG RSA HRV - 2D FFT.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI 5 Ch Gen EKG Physio Feedback.chs 
Category: Physiology Training with EKG 
Description: RSA/HRV FB Line Graphs with 2D FFT & Pk Freq. 
 
Overview: The screen’s main components are a multi-line graph, showing the raw 
respiration signal with heart rate (HR), and a 2D FFT instrument, showing the heart rate 
variability (HRV) frequency spectrum - calculated from a 64 second sliding time window 
of inter beat interval (IBI) values. At the top of the screen, a single line graph shows the 
raw EKG, to facilitate troubleshooting the signal’s pick up. Below, two numeric 
instruments show the heart rate and respiration rate. Just above the 2D Spectrum, a 
numeric instrument shows the peak frequency. Below, two last numeric instruments show 
the temperature and skin conductance, as indicators of other sympathetic and 
parasympathetic functions. The screen does not give audio feedback. 
 
Purpose: This screen can be used in a variety of ways, as a monitoring or feedback tool. 
Generally, it is used for respiration sinus arrhythmia training as it clearly demonstrates 
how much the HR signal oscillates with the respiration trace during the breathing cycle. 
Some breathing exercises involve reaching a target respiration rate and seeing a 
corresponding peak at a given HRV frequency. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI Phy 5Ch EKG RSA HRV - Line Graphs 3D FFT.scr 
Channel Set: PI 5 Ch Gen EKG Physio Feedback.chs 
Category: Physiology Training with EKG 
Description: RSA/HRV FB Line Graphs & 3D FFT + Temp & Skin Cond. 

Overview: The screen’s main components are a multi-line graph, showing the raw 
respiration signal with heart rate (HR), and a 3D FFT instrument, showing the heart rate 
variability (HRV) frequency spectrum - calculated from a 64 second sliding time window 
of inter beat interval (IBI) values. At the top of the screen, a single line graph shows the 
raw EKG, to facilitate troubleshooting the signal’s pick up. On each side of the EKG 
signal, two numeric instruments show the heart rate and respiration rate. Just below the 
2D Spectrum, a numeric instrument shows the peak frequency. On each side of the 3D 
graph, two numeric instruments and two bar graphs show the temperature and skin 
conductance, as indicators of other sympathetic and parasympathetic functions. The 
screen does not give audio feedback. 

Purpose: Like the previous screen, this screen can be used in a variety of ways, as a 
monitoring or feedback tool. Generally, it is used for respiration sinus arrhythmia training 
as it clearly demonstrates how much the HR signal oscillates with the respiration trace 
during the breathing cycle. Some breathing exercises involve reaching a target respiration 
rate and seeing a corresponding peak at a given HRV frequency. The 3D graph shows a 
history of changes in the FFT output, which can be helpful when practicing a variety of 
internal strategies in order to see which one is more immediately effective in creating 
shifts in peak frequency. 
Click to return to contents… 
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Reviewing: 

 
PI Phy 5Ch EKG Review - Line Graphs Numeric.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI 5 Ch Gen EKG Physio Feedback.chs 
Category: Physiology Review with EKG 
Description: Line Graphs with Numeric displays 
 
Overview: The screen is composed of two single-line and four multi-line graphs, 
connected to various physiological signals. It also shows some of these signals on 
numeric displays, to facilitate reviewing. 
 
Purpose: This screen is mainly used for reviewing data recorded with the Baseline or the 
Stress Evaluation scripts, but it can also be used for reviewing session data. Loading this 
screen with other feedback screens allows you to monitor signal quality before switching 
to using the feedback screens. If necessary, it is possible to place artifact rejection 
segments over noisy signals, from the top line graphs. When artifacting heart rate or 
respiration rate, care should be taken to place the segment right over the rejected beat(s). 

 
Click to return to contents… 
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Reporting:  

 
PI Phy 5Ch EKG Report - Line Graphs Means.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI 5 Ch Gen EKG Physio Feedback.chs 
Category: Physiology Report with EKG 
Description: Line Graphs with Means 
 
Overview: The screen is composed of three multi-line graphs, showing key physiological 
signals and a set of numeric instruments, at the top, showing the mean values for these 
signals (calculated to the time mark). 
 
Purpose: This screen is mainly used for generating reports from sessions recorded with 
the Baseline script. To generate a report for an Open Display session, be sure to select the 
appropriate statistics as you are loading it. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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Surface EMG Screens 
Assessment Screens: 

 
 

PI EMG 2Ch - 1Ch WR Monitor LG.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI 2 EMG Feedback.chs 
Category: EMG Assessment 
Description: 1 EMG Line Graph with Prompt for W/R 
 
Overview: The screen is composed of one line graph, showing the EMG signal from 
input C (with dampening) and 4 numeric displays, showing the actual EMG value as well 
as the maximum, minimum and mean values, in micro-volts. A prompt instrument, at the 
top of the screen, displays text instructions when a script is running.  
 
Purpose: This screen is mainly used by the Work/Rest script, but it can also be used for 
reviewing session data and generating session reports. Loading this screen with other 
EMG feedback screens allows you to monitor signal quality before switching to using the 
feedback screens. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI EMG 2Ch - 2Ch WR Monitor LG.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI 2 EMG Feedback.chs 
Category: EMG Assessment 
Description: 2 EMG Line Graphs with Prompt for W/R 
 
Overview: The screen is composed of two single line graphs, showing the EMG signals 
from inputs C and D (with dampening), respectively, and one multi-line graph, showing 
both together, to highlight differences in amplitude. Eight numeric displays show the 
actual EMG, maximum, minimum and mean values, in micro-volts, for both channels. 
EMG-C is shown in pink. EMG-D, in blue. A prompt instrument, at the top of the screen, 
displays text instructions when a script is running.  
 
Purpose: This screen is mainly used by the Work/Rest script, but it can also be used for 
reviewing session data and generating session reports. Loading this screen with other 
EMG feedback screens allows you to monitor signal quality before switching to using the 
feedback screens. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI EMG 2Ch - LG Stats Video.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI 2 EMG Feedback.chs 
Category: EMG Assessment 
Description: 2 EMG Line Graphs with Stats & Video 
 
Overview: The main component of the screen consists of a video instrument, showing 
the video image from one Web Camera, connected to the computer. Under the video 
instrument, a multi-line graph shows the EMG signals from inputs C and D (with 
dampening). On each side of it, 4 numeric displays show the actual EMG value, along 
with the maximum, minimum and mean values, in micro-volts, for each channel. EMG-C 
is shown in pink. EMG-D, in cream.  
 
Purpose: This screen is designed to provide visual information, along with the surface 
EMG data, in order to facilitate postural or coordination training. It can also be used for 
reviewing session data and generating Open Display session reports. Since recorded 
video can take a lot of space on your hard drive, it is recommended to use this screen 
with care. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI EMG 2Ch - 1Ch LG Endurance 01.scr (or 02) 
 
Channel Set: PI 2 EMG Feedback.chs 
Category: EMG Training 
Description: 1Ch EMG 5 Sec Endurance Training (10 seconds with 02) 
 
Overview: The screen is composed of one single line graph, showing the EMG signal 
from input C, two counter instruments and one animation. When the signal is over the 
threshold, on the line graph, the counter on the left starts counting seconds and the 
progress bar animation advances a portion of the way for each second. A proportional 
tone is heard with each count. When the counter reaches the target number (5 or 10) and 
the progress bar is full, the counter on the right is incremented by one. If the signal goes 
below threshold before the count is reached, the counter on the left is reset and another 
tone is heard.   
 
Purpose: The purpose of this screen is to help develop the ability to sustain a contraction 
for a defined period of time (5 or 10 seconds). A discrete reward is given after each 
successful contraction to provide a positive reinforcement that encourages the client to 
achieve stronger and longer contractions. The clinician can raise the threshold to make 
the screen more challenging. To start a new trial, click on the reset button. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI EMG 2Ch - 1Ch Relaxation.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI 2 EMG Feedback.chs 
Category: EMG Training 
Description: PI EMG 2Ch - 1 EMG Relaxation 
 
Overview: The screen shows one single line graph, one numeric instrument and one 
animation instrument, all connected to the EMG signal from input C (with dampening). 
When the EMG signal on the animation instrument is below the threshold, the animation 
plays in one direction, a sustained MIDI tone is heard and the trace on the line graph 
changes colour from blue to yellow. If it goes over the threshold, the animation plays in 
the other direction (ex. fading), the tone stops (a short sound is heard to indicate a 
threshold crossing) and the signal turns blue.   
 
Purpose: The training goal for this screen is to manage to relax a muscle below a target 
micro-volt amount. The clinician can lower the threshold to make the task more 
challenging. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI EMG 2Ch - 1Ch Strengthening.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI 2 EMG Feedback.chs 
Category: EMG Training 
Description: PI EMG 2Ch - 1 EMG Strengthening 
 
Overview: The screen shows one single line graph, one numeric instrument and one 
animation instrument, all connected to the EMG signal from input C (with dampening). 
When the EMG signal on the line graph instrument is above the threshold, a sustained 
MIDI tone is heard (cheering crowd) and the trace changes colour from yellow to green. 
If it goes under the threshold, the tone stops and the signal turns back to yellow.  The 
animation instrument is set to advance the animation proportionally to the signal’s value 
(threshold independent). It is best to make sure that its scale is set to the same range as 
the one on the line graph. 
 
Purpose: The training goal for this screen is to learn to contract a muscle sufficiently to 
reach over the threshold and make the animation expand to its fullest. The clinician can 
make the exercise more challenging by raising the threshold and increasing the scales on 
the animation and animation instruments. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI EMG 2Ch - 1Ch Simple Game.scr 

 
Channel Set: PI 2 EMG Feedback.chs 
Category: EMG Training 
Description: 1 EMG Game: Controlled Contractions 
 
Overview: The screen shows two animation instruments. The top animation is set to 
constantly play a circular animation at a rate of 1 frame per second (i.e. connected to the 
EMG Maximum virtual channel with a threshold of 0); the animation shows, on the left, a 
box with a cartoon animal drawing and on the right, a series of 5 animals, only one is 
identical to the one shown in the box. The bottom animation is connected to the EMG 
signal from input C (with dampening) and shows a cartoon character, moving from left to 
right, proportionally to the EMG signal’s amplitude.  
 
Purpose: The training goal for this screen is to learn to contract a muscle at different 
intensities. As the top animation shows a different animal in the box, every second, the 
client has to constantly move the cartoon character, right and left, to place it under the 
right animal, by varying the amount of contraction in the monitored muscle. This helps 
develop the ability to contract a muscle with precision. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI EMG 2Ch - Ratio Balance AVI.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI 2 EMG Feedback.chs 
Category: EMG Training 
Description: EMG-C / EMG-D Ratio & Animation 
 
Overview: Two bar graph instruments, one on each side, are connected to the EMG 
signals from input C and D (with dampening). Between them, at the bottom of the screen, 
a multi-line graph instrument also shows EMG-C and D. Above the line graph, an 
animation instrument is connected to a ratio computation of EMG-C/EMG-D. A Balance 
animation moves left and right, depending on the ratio value. A wave file is played when 
either EMG-C and/or EMG-D are above threshold. 
 
Purpose: The training goal for this screen is to learn to maintain two muscles in balanced 
contraction. As the amplitudes of the EMG signals alternate in intensity, the animation 
tilts to the low side, giving a visual indication of the imbalance in both muscles 
contraction levels. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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Scripts 
EEG Scripts: 
 
PI EEG 1Ch Baseline.prt 
 
Channel Set: PI 1 EEG IIR Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Assessment 
Description: EEG Baseline Assessment 
 
Overview: The script consists of a single 2-minute baseline activity, preceded by a 
monitoring step, during which data is not recorded. After verifying the signal’s quality 
and giving instructions to the client, you can press a key to start recording. 
 
Purpose: This script is used for recording pre- and/or post-training baseline sessions. 
Artifacted baseline sessions can be used for generating across session trend reports. 
 

Physiology Scripts: 
 
PI Phy 5Ch Baseline.prt & PI Phy 5Ch EKG Baseline.prt 
 
Channel Set: PI 5 Ch Gen Physio Feedback.chs & PI 5 Ch Gen EKG Physio Feedback.chs 
Category: Physiology Assessment 
Description: Physiological Baseline Assessment with BVP and with EKG 

 
Overview: These scripts consist of a single 2-minute baseline activity, preceded by a 
monitoring step, during which data is not recorded. After verifying the signal’s quality 
and giving instructions to the client, you can press a key to start recording. 
 

Purpose: The scripts are used for recording pre- and/or post-training baseline sessions. 
Artifacted baseline sessions can be used for generating across sessions trend reports. 
 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI Phy 5Ch 7Act Stress Evaluation.prt 
 
Channel Set: PI 5 Ch Gen Physio Feedback.chs 
Category: Physiology Assessment 
Description: 7Act Stress Evaluation 

 
Overview: This script starts with a 2-minute baseline activity and continues with three 
stressor activities, each followed by a rest activity. A monitoring step, during which data 
is not recorded, starts off each activity for you to verify that the signals are being 
correctly recorded. To start recording, simply press a key on the keyboard. 
 

Purpose: The script is used for assessing the client’s physiological changes during and 
after stress periods. Artifacted physiological assessment sessions can be used for 
generating within and across session trend reports. 
 

EMG Scripts: 
 
PI EMG 2Ch – 1Ch Work Rest.prt & PI EMG 2Ch – 2Ch Work 
Rest.prt 
 
Channel Set: PI 2 EMG Feedback.chs 
Category: EMG Assessment 
Description: Basic 1 and 2 EMG Work/Rest scripts 
 
Overview: The scripts consist of a single Work/Rest Activity, preceded by a monitoring 
step, during which data is not recorded. After verifying the signal’s quality and giving 
instructions to the client, you can press a key to start recording. 
 

Purpose: This script is used for recording basic Work/Rest EMG assessment sessions. 
Artifacted Work/Rest sessions can be used for generating across session trend reports. 
 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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Introduction 
 
These extra channels sets screens and scripts for EEG, peripheral physiology and surface 
EMG biofeedback applications have been created with the assistance of leading 
clinicians.  These screens are categorized under EEG, Physiology and EMG Screens. 
 
EEG Screens (29)  
The EEG screens are selected from Michael Thompson (6), Louise Marks (13), Steve 
Sideroff (6) and Thought Technology (4). 
 
Physiology Screens (11) 
The Physiology screens are selected from Steve Sideroff (4), Sue Wilson (2) and Don 
Moss (5). 
 
EMG Screens (5) 
The EMG screens are selected from Nancy Schully (5).  
 
Scripts: (13) 
The EEG Scripts (11) are selected from Louise Marks (6), Steve Sideroff (4) and 
Thought Technology (1). 
 
The Physiology script and the EMG script are selected from Thought Technology (2). 
 
 
For further clinical information about these screens, scripts and channel sets, please contact the clinicians 
listed at the end of each screen via email. 
 
 
 
 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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EEG Screens: 

 
PI MT 1EEG 6Phy Monitoring.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI MT 1EEG - 6Phy Feedback.chs 
Category: Stress Assessment 
Description: 1 EEG & Physiology 13-15, 19-22, 23-34, 52-58 Hz 
 
Goal: (This is an Adult Screen) 
The purpose of this screen is to optimize performance and learn to make a rapid recovery 
from stress. The client is to sustain a calm, relaxed yet alert, focused problem solving 
mental state. 
 
Instrument: 
There are 3 major bargraphs on this instrument: 13-15 Hz, 19-22 Hz, and 23-34 Hz. 
There is also an EMG noise inhibit bargraph 52-58 Hz. 
 
In addition important biofeedback (physiological variables) instruments are included. 
There are line graphs for respiration and heart rate. Respiration is a very thick blue line 
and the heart rate is a thinner red line. The purpose of these line graphs is to clearly 
observe RSA (respiratory sinus arrhythmia). The default time is 30 seconds. Below these 
is an EMG linegraph. On the right hand side there are boxes for: heart rate, breaths per 
minute, skin temperature, muscle tension and a small bargraph for electrodermal 
conductance. The EDR bargraph has a threshold line and an obnoxious sound will be 
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emitted if the client drops below that threshold. (You can change the threshold for each 
client. You can also go into screen editor and change the sound for that instrument.) 
 
Procedure: 
We always have the client watch respiration first. When the client is breathing 
diaphragmatically at about 6 breaths per minute there will be 3 clear ‘mountains’ across 
the 30 second line graph. The red pulse rate line should rise and fall in parallel with the 
thick blue respiration line (inspiration and expiration) demonstrating RSA. When this is 
going well ask the client to observe muscle tension and decrease it. Clients find it easiest 
initially to think of releasing all muscle tension and warming their hands as they expire.  
 
Often clients will say that they start feeling sleepy when they practice relaxing. We note 
that this is the opposite of what they are trying to accomplish most of the time. They need 
to relax but remain very alert when at work or driving. Thus through the entire session 
they have to keep their EDR (electrodermal) at a high level for them (individual to each 
person). This should correspond to being very alert. For this reason we have an 
obnoxious tone sounding when the client’s EDR drops below the threshold that you have 
set for them. 
 
When these biofeedback variables are under control then we suggest the client lower the 
amplitude of the ruminations (23-34 Hz) bargraph. A relaxed open awareness state will 
help them achieve this. We may switch this to a more precise frequency range dependent 
on their assessment. While doing this the SMR bargraph should rise. Finally they will add 
lowering the intensity (19-22) Hz range to their goal.  
 
For some clients we change the 19-22 Hz bargraph to thalpha (6-10 Hz) if this seems 
more appropriate considering their assessment. We also make another screen where SMR 
(13-15 Hz) is changed to problem-solving-beta (15-18 Hz) and have them learn cognitive 
strategies while maintaining high 15-18 Hz and low 23-34 Hz activity. With some clients, 
such as athletes, who are attempting to optimize performance, we will change the 13-15 
Hz band to 11- 12 Hz (high alpha) and encourage an open awareness state. 
 
Note that in all screens, the bargraphs always use …pk-pk + damper channels. The 
damper is usually set (Set Channels) at 5. The damper will slow down the vertical 
movements of the bargraph so that it is helpful (not distraction) to the client. 
 
 
This screen and its descriptions were provided by Dr. Thompson.  Contact LandMthompson@cs.com for more details. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI MT 1EEG 6Phy Assessment.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI MT 1EEG - 6Phy Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Assessment 
Description: 1 EEG Monitoring for Baseline 
 
Goal: (Assessment, Artifacting, and Teaching Screen) 
The purpose of this screen is to observe the raw EEG, remove artifacts in order to have 
accurate statistics and to teach the client (&/or parents) which band-widths correspond to 
which mental states. 
 
Instrument: 
The raw EEG (2-40 Hz) is usually set to 2 seconds or 5 (you do this by setting the time 
frame at the top of the screen, which will also set the other line graphs). When you are 
collecting data the program processes the signal and displays it in two ways. First, as a 
multi-line graph so that you can compare the relative peak-to-peak amplitude of various 
band widths. Second, as a spectrum showing a 1-second window of frequency amplitudes 
found at the bottom of the screen. In addition, the average (to the number of seconds the 
display has been running) micro-volt numbers for a selected band widths and ratios is 
displayed on the right hand side of the screen. An additional line graph, just below the 
EEG, shows 52-58 Hz activity. This gives you a good estimate of EMG noise which may 
be affecting your EEG readings.  
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Note 1: If you exit the program and reenter using the Data option then you can review the 
data to artifact it and teach clients (and/or parents) how band widths correspond to mental 
states. The spectrum at the bottom of the screen and the bandwidth mean values reflect 
the one-second of EEG data immediately to the left of the red line which lies at the right 
of the screen until you move it with the mouse. 
 
Note 2: In screens which will be produced in the near future, when you hold down the 
shift key and left click the mouse while drawing it across (shading) an area of the EEG 
you will then have the opportunity to immediately see statistics for that shaded area. 
These will be in microvolt magnitude values for a set of clinically meaningful 
bandwidths for the area you have marked. 
 
Note 3: On the multi-line graph the frequencies for Delta-Theta, Alpha and High Alpha 
are measured from the Y-axis on the left.  The frequencies for SMR, Beta, Rumination, 
and 38-42 Hz are measured from the Y-axis on the right. 
 
Procedure: 
At the ADD Centre (Biofeedback Institute of Toronto) we look at this screen for 30 
seconds at the beginning of every session. In this manner we are able to make sure that 
we have a good EEG recording. Also, we can remind the client of how their EEG pattern 
reflects their mental state and the difficulties that they are trying to overcome. This is a 
reminder of their clinical or educational goals and what they want to accomplish in terms 
of changing their mental state and, thereby, the observed EEG. We remind them that the 
EEG is nothing more than a flag.  A flag that reflects what their brain is doing at any 
instant in time. A flag that is a tool for them to use as a guide to help them practice 
sustaining mental states that will optimize their own performance. 
 
This Assessment screen has a threefold function. 
I.  Assessment:   To assure that sufficient data without artifact is being collected, the 

trainer / clinician, in the initial assessment, can use this screen while the client is 
carrying out each of the data collection conditions (eyes open (EO, eyes closed (EC), 
reading, and math). The trainer is then able to do statistics separately for each 
condition.  

 
II.  Artifacting:    While reviewing the data the trainer can hold down Ctrl and left click 

while dragging the mouse across the data to mark it because it contains artifact and 
should be excluded from statistical calculations. (It turns gray.)  We usually have the 
client blink before recording and sit comfortably and still while we are recording.  
Most of the record, under these circumstances, will be artifact free.  For details on 
Artifacting see The Neurofeedback Book (www.AAPB.org).  

 
The 52-58 Hz EMG noise line below the EEG helps you distinguish muscle artifact from 

high beta neuronal activity.  (52 Hz is above desirable 39 - 41 Hz “Sheer rhythm” 
activity and will also avoid 50 Hz or 60 Hz electrical noise.  
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The spectral array will help the trainer distinguish low frequency movement artifact from 
3 Hz theta activity.   

It is important to note again that the spectral array only reflect a one-second window of 
EEG activity to the left side relative to the red line on the line graphs. 

 
III.   Teaching:   One of your most important objectives is to help your clients understand 

the EEG pattern and its possible meaning in terms of mental state changes.  The 
spectral array and the microvolt boxes above it help you to do this. For example, in a 
child you might observe very high amplitude slow wave activity around 3-5 Hz.  The 
client, at these points, may be internally distracted and not attending to what you are 
saying or what they are supposed to be reading.  If you have observed and marked the 
times when the client appeared to drift off (eyes may seem to ‘glaze’ over) then this 
may confirm your observation and be helpful to parents or client in understanding the 
EEG. You may also observe that an impulsive client may have a dip in the EEG 
magnitudes between 13 and 15 Hz. This may reflect low sensorimotor (SMR) 
activity.  On the other hand, in a highly stressed adult client who ruminates you might 
observe a marked peak in hi-beta activity somewhere between 23 and 34 Hz. You can 
observe these dips and blips in the record and suggest that your client experiment by 
trying to find mental states that would increase them and, alternatively, decrease them 
so that they could identify for themselves the mental-state-meaning of these dips and 
blips in their record. The sailboat screen can be helpful in this regard. 

 
Thresholds for Feedback Screens: 
As previously suggested above, we recommend that in your first session you print out the 
statistics from your first 30 second recording of the EEG and use the microvolt means 
thus obtained for such band widths as: delta-theta (3-7 Hz), theta (4-8 Hz), 3-10 Hz, SMR 
(13-15 Hz) and problem-solving-beta (15-18 Hz) for the threshold % >C values in 
Channel Set. In addition we suggest you use these same values as your initial thresholds 
for bar graphs on the feedback display screens (below).  
 
 
This screen and its descriptions were provided by Dr. Thompson.  Contact LandMthompson@cs.com for more details. 
 
 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI MT 1EEG 6Phy 3-7 13-15 23-34Hz Skeleton.scr     
 
Channel Set: PI MT 1EEG - 6Phy Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Training 
Description: 1 EEG "shaping" with Skeleton story  AVI - 3-7 Hz, 13-15 Hz 
 
Goal:  (Shaping with Skeleton Screen) 
The emphasis for the client in this neurofeedback screen is on focus.   
 
Instrument:  
The goal is to improve external focus thus the 3-7 Hz bargraph is larger than the others. 
The SMR bargraph is only present for the trainer to observe. The 52-58 Hz  bargraph is 
there to inhibit all feedback when there is facial, scalp or neck muscle tension.  If the 
trainer is consistent in setting the same threshold at each turn of the skeleton in the 
shaping procedure (below) then points (3-7 Hz) will be meaningful both within sessions 
and between sessions but only for this screen because it is linked to the threshold that you 
are changing. .  The % above threshold counters for 3-7 Hz and SMR are independent of 
the threshold setting on the screen.  They are set before you enter the games by clicking 
on Edit Visual Channel Settings and setting the Delta-Theta % >C (constant) as 
previously explained above.  We usually set this constant at the mean for the bandwidth 
in question in the first session for each client.  For delta-theta (3-7 Hz) or theta (4-8 Hz) 
the client attempts to get the % lower than 50% and gradually improve on that until it is 
around 30%. At that juncture we will usually change the constant to make it harder and 
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record in the client’s chart that we have done this.  (The value you set becomes the new 
%>C for that band-width for that client.) 
  
Procedure: 
The screen is set up so that the animation is linked directly to 3-7 Hz theta. The trainer 
“shapes” the client’s behaviour by gradually making the threshold setting more difficult. 
This can be done most easily and accurately by clicking the theta bargraph to ‘highlight’ 
it (a reddish outline around the edges of the rectangle) and then by using the “Th1 ٱ” box 
at the top of the screen to change the threshold. We suggest that the trainer make it very 
easy for the skeleton to move across to the left side of the screen and make its first turn. 
Then lower the threshold to make it a bit harder. When the skeleton reaches the right side 
and turns the trainer lowers the threshold further to make it even harder. When the 
skeleton reaches the left side and turns to come towards the boy then the trainer makes it 
very hard so the skeleton is only moving forward slightly more than 50% of the time in 
the initial trial. Make sure you mark down each of these thresholds on the client’s chart. 
Mark down how long it takes for the skeleton to completely leave the screen.  Challenge 
clients at this point to beat their last time.  
 
 
 
This screen and its descriptions were provided by Dr. Thompson.  Contact LandMthompson@cs.com for more details. 
 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI MT 1EEG 6Phy 4-8 13-15 45-58Hz Sailboat.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI MT 1EEG - 6Phy Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Training 
Description: 1 EEG IIR "Self-regulation", spectrum, Exploding boat AVI, 3-7 Hz 
 
Goal: 
The goal for the client is to “feel” or “sense” the difference between theta (4-8 Hz) being 
high versus being low. 
 
Instrument: 
The largest bargraph is for Theta (4-8 Hz). Initially set the bargraph threshold so the 
client would ordinarily be above it 50% of the time. The SMR bargraph is only present 
for the trainer to observe. The 52-58 Hz  bargraph is there to inhibit all feedback when 
there is facial, scalp or neck muscle tension.  The red bar in the spectrum allows the client 
and trainer to see where most of the high amplitude activity is between 4 and 20 Hz. 
 
Note: This screen can be altered by changing the theta bargraph to another bandwidth 
which should be decreased. For example, the bandwidth might be changed to  19-22 Hz 
or 23-32 Hz because a client demonstrated very high peaks in one of these areas 
(reference: The Neurofeedback Book, Michael Thompson and Lynda Thompson pages 
162, 284, 307 – available through www.AAPB.org). This is done by clicking screens 
then Edit selected screen in screen editor then right clicking the theta bargraph and 
clicking set channels and selecting either  Intensity pk-pk + damper or Runination pk-pk 
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+damper (or another band-width that you wish to depress). Now change the spectrum at 
the bottom of the screen. Right click the instrument then click Instrument Settings.  In 
Instrument Settings change the minimum frequency to 9 and the maximum to 34 Hz. 
(You will eventually encourage the client to keep the red maximum amplitude in the 11-
15 Hz range.) Then click screen and save as and give the screen an appropriate change of 
name. Now click close and you will be back to your feedback screen. 
 
Procedure: 
Ask the client to raise the amplitude of theta (the boat breaks up) and then to purposefully 
lower it and feel the difference between these two mental states. Repeat it many times in 
order to gain a self-regulatory control. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This screen and its descriptions were provided by Dr. Thompson.  Contact LandMthompson@cs.com for more details. 
 
 
 
 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI MT 1EEG 6Phy 4-8 13-15Hz Balance.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI MT 1EEG - 6Phy Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Training 
Description: 1 EEG IIR 2 Balance AVI Feedback 
 
Goal: (Adolescent and Adult Screen) 
To improve ability to both sustain a calm mental framework and focus externally. 
 
Instrument: 
The top 1/3 of the screen addresses a calm but alert mental state which may be achieved 
by raising (%-over-threshold) and sustaining SMR 13-15 Hz (points reflect sustaining 
activity for 2 seconds in this screen). 
 
EMG noise, (52-58 Hz) bargraph is there to inhibit all feedback when there is facial, 
scalp or neck muscle tension.  Beside this bargraph is a linegraph showing EEG  2-40 Hz.  
Many of our young clients like to read the EEG rather than watch the bargraphs. They are 
very fast and accurate in this endeavour.  With adults we often move to the screen editor 
and change the set channels on this instrument in order to have this line graph record raw 
respiration. This can be very effective helping the client to relax. (Don’t forget to use 
save as and save the screen with a new name if you make this kind of change.)  
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The bottom 1/3 of the screen addresses sustaining an external focus which may be 
achieved in most children and about ¾ of your adult clients, by lowering the dominant 
slow wave activity which may be in the THETA range. (You will have noticed that we 
use the term “external focus”. This is done to recognize that we constantly go into theta 
to lay down and to retrieve information. However clients who go into theta often just 
seem to stay there. In that state they will stop registering new information from the 
external world (speech, reading, etc.). Thus, it is not that they go into theta or thalpha that 
is the problem, it is that they appear to sustain that state when it is inappropriate.)  
 
About 1/4 of your adult clients (and about 7% of your child clients) may not tune out in a 
slow wave area between 3 and 10 Hz. These clients may have what we have termed a 
Busy Brain. They may show peaks (bursts) between 23 and 34 Hz which correspond to 
them being busily involved in their own head. Often, with your client population, this 
represents circular non-productive, ruminating. You can, in these cases, change the 
bargraph for this instrument from Theta to ‘Ruminations’ in the screen editor under Set 
Channels.   
 
A very small number of clients may show Beta Spindling (narrow band width, 
synchronous, high amplitude waves at a lower beta frequency. We will make a screen to 
help you work with these clients later. 
 
Important Note: A client could achieve a great improvement in the  %-Above Threshold 
rating but achieve very few points. Points require the student to sustain the activity for a 
set period of time. (1,2 or 3 seconds usually.) It is set here for 2 seconds. 
 
Procedure: 
When you enter the screen, as with other screens that contain bargraphs, set the threshold 
of the bargraphs to the mean that you found earlier for that bandwidth. It is the same 
mean that you used to set threshold >C. The exception to this is the EMG noise bargraph. 
This is set a little higher so that the feedback is not constantly stopping but will stop 
should any major movement or muscle tension occur. 
 
Note:  In screen editor the “To SMR” and “To Theta” control linkage icons are hidden 
under ‘SMR’ box and ‘Theta AVI’ animation respectfully. These are linkage icons that 
allow you to right click and reset the time length to, say, one second or 3 seconds. Just 
left click and hold down the mouse left button and move the box in question to reveal the 
hidden linkage icon. Now right click the linkage icon (a 3-link chain) to get a menu and 
left click Instrument Settings and reset the Start/Repeat Delay box to the number of 
seconds you want between points.  (The other settings in this Link Instrument Settings 
screen we will describe in the manual which will accompany future screens.) 
 
 
This screen and its descriptions were provided by Dr. Thompson.  Contact LandMthompson@cs.com for more details. 
 
 
Click to return to contents…
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PI MT 1EEG 6Phy 13-15 3-7 52-58Hz Bowling.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI MT 1EEG - 6Phy Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Training 
Description: 1 EEG speed game with Bowling AVI - 13-15 Hz, 3-7 Hz 
 
Goal: 
To encourage the child to simultaneously meet three basic criteria. These are usually to: 
externally focus (decrease 3-7 Hz theta activity), decrease impulsivity and fidgeting 
(increase 13-15 Hz SMR activity) while holding muscle (EMG) noise at a low level so 
that you don’t get a false idea of raised SMR or beta activity.  
 
Instrument: 
This instrument is simple and easily understood even by young children. Green always 
means good. On the other hand, red always means that you are not meeting the criteria 
and points will not be scored. Children relate this to green lights which mean its OK to go 
and red lights that mean stop. Thus the theta bargraph on the left side is red when the 
child is above threshold and green when below. If the child focuses (externally) then this 
bargraph will go down below its threshold line and the bargraph colour will turn green. If 
SMR is above its threshold and EMG noise below then all three bargraph instruments are 
green and the bowling ball moves and music plays. If any instrument turns red, its 
threshold is not being met, the music and the ball both stop.  
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There are two counters. One is for strikes (every time the ball knocks over the pins). The 
other counter gives one point every two seconds that all three criteria are sustained. This 
second counter is similar to other instruments, (You can change it to a different time 
frame in screen editor if you wish.)  This counter makes more sense than counting 
“strikes” if you decide to change the instrument animation from bowling to another 
animation such as ‘picking-up-bags-of-gold’ or the juggler or a puzzle.  
 
How to Make Many More Similar Screens: 
It is very simple in this new program to change the instrument or animation. This is done 
by clicking screens then Edit selected screen in screen editor. Now right click over the 
bowling animation and highlight the new animation that you would like to use from the 
list that pops up.  You will also see that you have choices as to whether the animation 
goes only one way or both backwards and forwards. You can also choose to have it cycle 
(start over again when it reaches the end like bowling does). The frame rate is useful if 
you want to slow down or speed up an animation. Click OK and then you might right 
click over the word “strikes” and delete it. You might also delete the number box for 
number of strikes and just leave the points-per-2 seconds-sustained activity on the screen 
as your one reward counter. When you are finished remember to click save as and give 
your new screen a new name. In this way your old bowling screen will still be there and 
all you have done is add a new screen that you can use. When you click exit the program 
closes screen editor and you are back in the training program but on your new screen.  
 
 
N.B. If the strikes counter is not synchronized with the bowling animation, (i.e. the 
counter does not increment when the ball falls off the gutter) please adjust the value to 
the right of this counter.  
 
 
 
This screen and its descriptions were provided by Dr. Thompson.  Contact LandMthompson@cs.com for more details. 
 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI LM Beta2 Downtrain.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI LM 1EEG IIR.chs 
Category: 1 EEG Training 
Description: Beta2 Downtrain 
 
Overview: Instruments included 

• Multiple line graph with Beta1 and Beta2 smoothed 
• Single line graph with beta2 which changes color and gives auditory feedback via 

a CD when signal is below threshold 
• Digital reading for % Time Beta1 is greater than Beta2 
• Numerical instruments showing Beta1 & Beta2 with Damper 

 
Purpose: Use this screen to train clients to decrease Beta2 and tract the % time Beta1 is 
greater than Beta2. This training is helpful for calming mental activity. Clients often state 
it is like meditation. It is good to use with clients who have difficulty with worries and 
overactive minds. Clients are also interested in the % time readings from trial to trial. 
 
This evaluation screen was provided by Louise E. Marks, MS, OTR, BCIA-C, General Biofeedback, EEG, and Pelvic 
Muscle Dysfunction Biofeedback. Boulder NeuroTraining Center, 2300 Broadway, Boulder, CO 80304 
Office Tel/Fax: 303-447-8443 Home: 303-546-6639       www.louisemarks.com. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI LM Eval_Means.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI LM 1EEG IIR.chs 
Category: 1 EEG Training 
Description: FFT, Means, No Feedback 
 
Overview: Instruments included: 

• Low band pass filter line graph <58Hz, IIR Butterworth, 4th order  filter which 
turns red when Beta3 is above threshold (controlled by beta3 bar graph) 

• FFT display with color coded bandwidths and dominant frequency in yellow 
• Means for bandwidths 
• Multiple line graph with delta, theta, and beta3 smoothed 

 
Purpose: Use this screen to see which bandwidths are high or low. The FFT display is 
useful for viewing dominant frequency shifts. It is often helpful to slow the screen sweep 
to 10 or 30 seconds to view trends. 
 
This evaluation screen was provided by Louise E. Marks, MS, OTR, BCIA-C, General Biofeedback, EEG, and Pelvic 
Muscle Dysfunction Biofeedback. Boulder NeuroTraining Center, 2300 Broadway, Boulder, CO 80304 
Office Tel/Fax: 303-447-8443 Home: 303-546-6639       www.louisemarks.com. 
 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI LM Eval_uV_Beta3 Dn CD.scr  
PI LM Eval_uV_Beta3 Down.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI LM 1EEG IIR.chs 
Category: 1 EEG Eval. 
Description: FFT, Amplitude, Beta3 Dn CD / FFT, Amplitude, Beta3 Dn 
 
Overview: Instruments included: 

• Low band pass filter line graph <58Hz, IIR Butterworth, 4th order  filter 
• Beta3 bar graph which gives auditory feedback below threshold and turns the low band 

pass filter red when the bar graph is above threshold. 
• FFT display with color coded bandwidths and dominant frequency in yellow 
• Amplitude (uV) digital readings  
• Multiple line graph with smoothed delta, theta, and beta3 displayed. 

 
Purpose: Use this screen to see which bandwidths are high or low and use auditory feedback to 
bring down Beta3 activity. The single line graph can be used to artifact data in review mode.  The 
FFT display is useful for viewing dominant frequency shifts. Another screen called “PI LM 
Eval_uV_Beta3 Dn CD” is exactly the same with this one, except that it uses CD sound feedback. 
 
This evaluation screen was provided by Louise E. Marks, MS, OTR, BCIA-C, General Biofeedback, EEG, and Pelvic 
Muscle Dysfunction Biofeedback. Boulder NeuroTraining Center, 2300 Broadway, Boulder, CO 80304 
Office Tel/Fax: 303-447-8443 Home: 303-546-6639       www.louisemarks.com. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI LM Raw 3 Down Dual Monitor.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI LM 1EEG IIR.chs 
Category: 1 EEG Training 
Description: 3 Conditions Down Dual Monitor CD  
 
Overview: Instruments on the 1st monitor: 

• EEG Low band pass filter line graph <58Hz, IIR Butterworth, 4th order filter 
which turns green when all criterions are met (theta, beta2, and beta3, below 
thresholds) 

• Theta, Beta2, Beta3  bar graphs to inhibit auditory feedback 
• FFT display with color coded bandwidths 
• Means for bandwidths 
Instruments on the 2nd monitor: 
• EEG Low band pass filter line graph<58Hz, IIR Butterworth, 4th order filter 

which turns gray when any criterion is met (theta, beta2, or beta3, above 
thresholds). CD sound plays when EEG signal is below threshold as well as theta, 
beta2, and beta3 are below thresholds.  

• Counter that counts when all criterions are met (theta, beta2, and beta3, below 
thresholds) 

 
Purpose: Use this screen to down train theta, beta2 and beta3. A counter on the clients 
monitor advances and the low band pass filter (<58Hz) turns blue when all three 
conditions are met. You can focus on one bandwidth by rising the thresholds on the other 
bar graphs. The low band pass line graph on the operator’s monitor turns green when all 
conditions are met. This screen offers the therapist the opportunity to work with one to 
three conditions by manipulating the threshold controls on the therapist’s monitor. 
 
This evaluation screen was provided by Louise E. Marks, MS, OTR, BCIA-C, General Biofeedback, EEG, and Pelvic 
Muscle Dysfunction Biofeedback. Boulder NeuroTraining Center, 2300 Broadway, Boulder, CO 80304 
Office Tel/Fax: 303-447-8443 Home: 303-546-6639       www.louisemarks.com. 
 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI LM Report Screen.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI LM 1EEG IIR.chs 
Category: 1EEG Report 
Description: Report, 4 graphs, thin lines 
 
Overview: Instruments used: 

• One low band pass filter <64Hz 
• Multiple line graph with delta and theta (damper) 
• Multiple line graph with alpha and SMR (damper) 
• Mutliple line graph with beta1, beta2, beta3 (damper) 

 
Purpose: Use this screen to generate printed reports. The lines on the line graphs are thin 
for ease of viewing. 
 
Note: Some traces of lines are in light colors on gray background, and may not show well 
on a black & white printer. (Please use the Screen Editor to change to whatever colors 
you desire.) 
 
This evaluation screen was provided by Louise E. Marks, MS, OTR, BCIA-C, General Biofeedback, EEG, and Pelvic 
Muscle Dysfunction Biofeedback. Boulder NeuroTraining Center, 2300 Broadway, Boulder, CO 80304 
Office Tel/Fax: 303-447-8443 Home: 303-546-6639       www.louisemarks.com. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI LM Review & Report.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI LM 1EEG IIR.chs 
Category: 1EEG Report 
Description: 1 EEG Review & Report 
 
Overview: Instruments used: 

• One low band pass filter <58Hz 
• Multiple line graph, delta, theta, alpha (smoothed) 
• Multiple line graph, SMR, beta 1, beta 2, beta 3 (smoothed) 
• Means for bandwidths 

 
Purpose: Use this screen to view means of bandwidths and evaluate which bandwidths 
are high or low.  
 
 
 
This evaluation screen was provided by Louise E. Marks, MS, OTR, BCIA-C, General Biofeedback, EEG, and Pelvic 
Muscle Dysfunction Biofeedback. Boulder NeuroTraining Center, 2300 Broadway, Boulder, CO 80304 
Office Tel/Fax: 303-447-8443 Home: 303-546-6639       www.louisemarks.com. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI LM Theta Down scr.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI LM 1EEG IIR.chs 
Category: 1EEG Training 
Description: Theta Downtrain 
 
Overview: Instruments included 

• Multiple line graph with theta and alpha (smoothed) 
• Single line graph with theta smoothed which changes color and gives auditory 

feedback via a CD when signal is below threshold 
• Amplitude readings for alpha and theta (damper) 
• Numeric reading for % time Theta is below constant 

 
Purpose: Use this screen to train clients to decrease theta and tract the % time theta is 
below a constant number. 
 
 
 
This evaluation screen was provided by Louise E. Marks, MS, OTR, BCIA-C, General Biofeedback, EEG, and Pelvic 
Muscle Dysfunction Biofeedback. Boulder NeuroTraining Center, 2300 Broadway, Boulder, CO 80304 
Office Tel/Fax: 303-447-8443 Home: 303-546-6639       www.louisemarks.com. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI LM Theta SMR Maze Dual Monitor.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI LM 1EEG IIR.chs 
Category: 1 EEG Training 
Description: ThetaBeta3 Dn_SMR Up Dual Monitor 
 
Overview: The maze animation and the counter on the client’s monitor advance and 
music plays when three criterion are met: theta and beta 3 are below threshold, and SMR 
is above threshold. The threshold controls are on the trainer’s monitor along with digital 
readings for theta, SMR, and beta 3 amplitude. 
 
Purpose: To train clients to increase SMR and decrease theta and beta 3 activity. The 
counter can be used to compare trial to trial with the goal of making more points (meeting 
all criterion) within the same amount of time.  
 
 
This evaluation screen was provided by Louise E. Marks, MS, OTR, BCIA-C, General Biofeedback, EEG, and Pelvic 
Muscle Dysfunction Biofeedback. Boulder NeuroTraining Center, 2300 Broadway, Boulder, CO 80304 
Office Tel/Fax: 303-447-8443 Home: 303-546-6639       www.louisemarks.com. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI LM Theta SMR Maze Single Monitor.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI LM 1EEG IIR.chs 
Category: 1 EEG Training 
Description: Theta Beta3 Dn_ SMR Up w Counter 
 
Overview: The maze animation and counter advance and music plays when three 
criterion are met: theta and beta 3 are below threshold, and SMR is above threshold.  
 
Purpose: To train clients to increase SMR and decrease theta and beta 3 activity. The 
counter can be used to compare trial to trial with the goal of making more points (meeting 
all criterion) within the same amount of time.  
 
 
 
 
This evaluation screen was provided by Louise E. Marks, MS, OTR, BCIA-C, General Biofeedback, EEG, and Pelvic 
Muscle Dysfunction Biofeedback. Boulder NeuroTraining Center, 2300 Broadway, Boulder, CO 80304 
Office Tel/Fax: 303-447-8443 Home: 303-546-6639       www.louisemarks.com. 
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PI LM Theta SMR Walk Dual Monitor.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI LM 1EEG IIR.chs 
Category: 1 EEG Training 
Description: ThetaBeta3 Dn_SMR Up Dual Monitor 
 
Overview: The walking man animation and the counter on the client’s monitor advance 
and music plays when three criterion are met: theta and beta 3 are below threshold, and 
SMR is above threshold. The threshold controls are on the trainer’s monitor along with 
digital readings for theta, SMR, and beta 3 amplitude. 
 
Purpose: To train clients to increase SMR and decrease theta and beta 3 activity. The 
counter can be used to compare trial to trial with the goal of making more points (meeting 
all criterion) within the same amount of time.  
 
 
 
This evaluation screen was provided by Louise E. Marks, MS, OTR, BCIA-C, General Biofeedback, EEG, and Pelvic 
Muscle Dysfunction Biofeedback. Boulder NeuroTraining Center, 2300 Broadway, Boulder, CO 80304 
Office Tel/Fax: 303-447-8443 Home: 303-546-6639       www.louisemarks.com. 
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PI LM Theta SMR Walk Single Monitor.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI LM 1EEG IIR.chs 
Category: 1 EEG Training 
Description: ThetaBeta3 Dn_SMR Up w Counter 
 
Overview: The walking animation and counter advance and music plays when three 
criterion are met: theta and beta 3 are below threshold, and SMR is above threshold.  
  
Purpose: To train clients to increase SMR and decrease theta and beta3 activity. The 
counter can be used to compare trial to trial with the goal of making more points (meeting 
all criterion) within the same amount of time.  
 
 
 
This evaluation screen was provided by Louise E. Marks, MS, OTR, BCIA-C, General Biofeedback, EEG, and Pelvic 
Muscle Dysfunction Biofeedback. Boulder NeuroTraining Center, 2300 Broadway, Boulder, CO 80304 
Office Tel/Fax: 303-447-8443 Home: 303-546-6639       www.louisemarks.com. 
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PI LM Visuals.scr  
 
Channel Set: PI LM 1EEG IIR.chs 
Category: 1EEG Eval 
Description: Colored Line Graphs 
 
Overview:.Instruments used: 

• Multiple line graph, delta, theta, alpha 
• Multiple line graph, SMR, beta 1, beta 2, beta 3 

 
Purpose: Use this simple screen to view color-coded bandwidths and evaluate which 
bandwidths are high or low.  
 
 
 
 
This evaluation screen was provided by Louise E. Marks, MS, OTR, BCIA-C, General Biofeedback, EEG, and Pelvic 
Muscle Dysfunction Biofeedback. Boulder NeuroTraining Center, 2300 Broadway, Boulder, CO 80304 
Office Tel/Fax: 303-447-8443 Home: 303-546-6639       www.louisemarks.com. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI Sideroff 1EEG Assessment.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI Sideroff 1 EEG General Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Assessment 
Description: 1 EEG Assessment 
 
Overview: This assessment screen presents the raw EEG along with a 2D frequency 
distribution graph and a 3D FFT graph. Theta/Beta bar graph has a threshold with ability 
to assess Theta/Beta ratios second by second, in two-minute epochs, or the entire session.  
 
Purpose: To check raw EEG, frequency distribution and for quick Theta/Beta ratio 
assessment. 
 
 
 
This sample screen was provided by Dr. Stephen Sideroff.  Please contract sideroff@ucla.edu for more details. 
 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI Sideroff 1EEG Beta Training.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI Sideroff 1 EEG General Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Training 
Description: 1 EEG Beta Training with AVI 01 
 
Overview:  Mid range Beta training with Theta/Beta ratios. For training mid range Beta 
(15-18 Hz), with three distinct inhibit bar-graphs.  Screen shows three bar graphs on the 
left for inhibiting three components of the EEG: Theta (4-8Hz), Hi Beta (24-35Hz) and 
EMG (>43Hz).  All three bar levels must be below threshold AND the Mid range Beta 
must be above threshold (along side the animation) for the sound to go on and the 
animation to be activated. A single line graph displays the narrow band EEG signal. At 
the bottom, a 2D FFT displays the EEG frequency distribution. The screen also presents 
another instrument, a scale, at the top that can keep track of the Theta/Beta ratio and 
success at going below this threshold. There are also three other numeric instruments, 
showing Theta/Beta ratio percentage of time below threshold, current Theta/Beta ratio 
and average Theta/Beta ratio in the past two minutes. 
 
Purpose: Gives feedback on successfully going above threshold for mid range Beta, 
while staying below threshold on the three other frequency bands: Theta, Hi Beta and 
EMG. Screen can also be used to keep track of the Theta/Beta ratio 
 
This sample screen was provided by Dr. Stephen Sideroff.  Please contract sideroff@ucla.edu for more details. 
 
Click to return to contents…
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PI Sideroff 1EEG Hi Alpha Training.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI Sideroff 1 EEG General Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Training 
Description: 1 EEG Alpha Training with AVI  
 
Overview:  Four levels of high alpha (10-12 Hz) reinforcement, with animation. 
Thresholds on the four bar graphs are set at different levels, each with a separate, but 
harmonious tone.  This allows for one, two, three, or all four tones turning on with higher 
amplitudes of high alpha.  The result is more notes of the chord are heard with greater 
amplitude of high alpha. Animation occurs when the signal amplitude goes above 
threshold on the first bar graph.  Screen also shows raw EEG. Screen also displays 
percent of time above the threshold on high Alpha A bar graph (the first bargraph).  
 
Purpose:  For training high alpha. Through the use of graduated thresholds, screen offers 
client multiple levels of reinforcement, enhancing a discrete threshold model, with aspect 
of a continuous reinforcement approach. 
 
 
This sample screen was provided by Dr. Stephen Sideroff.  Please contract sideroff@ucla.edu for more details. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI Sideroff 1EEG Report.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI Sideroff 1 EEG General Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Assessment 
Description: 1 EEG review and report 
 
Overview:  The screen is composed of two line graphs and a number of numeric 
instruments. One line graph shows the Beta and Theta peak-to-peak amplitude virtual 
channels, while the other graph shows the point-by-point Theta/Beta ratio. The numeric 
instruments show a number of instantaneous values and statistical values.  
 
Purpose: The screen is used for reviewing session data and producing session reports. 
When the time marker is used to scroll across the session data, the numeric instruments 
show the values at the time marker. You can zoom in and out by adjusting the time scale 
in the button bar. To produce a session report, click Calculate Statistics and then click 
Print. For best results, the artifact data should have been rejected using a screen showing 
the raw EEG signal on a line graph. 
 
 
This sample screen was provided by Dr. Stephen Sideroff.  Please contract sideroff@ucla.edu for more details. 
 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI Sideroff 1EEG SMR Training 01.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI Sideroff 1 EEG General Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Training 
Description: 1 EEG SMR training with AVI 
 
Overview: SMR, or low Beta (12-15 Hz) training with theta/Beta ratios presented. For 
training low Beta, also known as SMR with three distinct inhibit bar graphs. Screen 
shows three bar graphs on the left for inhibiting three components of the EEG: Theta, Hi 
Beta and EMG.  All three bar levels must be below threshold AND the SMR must be 
above threshold (along side the animation) for the sound to go on and the animation to be 
activated.  A single line graph displays the narrow band EEG signal. At the bottom, a 2D 
FFT displays the EEG frequency distribution. This screen also displays another 
instrument, a scale, at the top, that can keep track of the Theta/Beta ratio. There are also 
three other numeric instruments, showing Theta/Beta ratio (with Beta being the mid-
range 15-18Hz Beta), percentage of time SMR above the animation scale threshold, and 
percent of time SMR above threshold in 2-minute epochs. 
 
Purpose: Gives feedback on successfully going above threshold for SMR, while staying 
below threshold on the three other frequency bands: Theta, Hi Beta and EMG.  Screen 
also keeps track of progress in staying above SMR threshold  
 
This sample screen was provided by Dr. Stephen Sideroff.  Please contract sideroff@ucla.edu for more details. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI Sideroff 1EEG SMR Training 02.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI Sideroff 1 EEG General Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Training 
Description: 1 EEG SMR training with AVI 02 
 
Overview: SMR, or low Beta (12-15 Hz) training with percent of time below theta and 
percent of time above SMR presented. Screen shows three bar graphs on the left for 
inhibiting three components of the EEG: Theta, Hi Beta and EMG.  All three bar levels 
must be below threshold AND the SMR must be above threshold (along side the 
animation) for the sound to go on and the animation to be activated. Four percentage 
displays also keep track of how well client is staying below Theta threshold as well as 
above SMR threshold. 
 
Purpose: For training low Beta, also known as SMR with three distinct inhibit bar 
graphs. Gives feedback on successfully going above threshold for SMR, while staying 
below threshold on the three other frequency bands: Theta, Hi Beta and EMG.  Screen 
allows client to keep track of successfully keeping below threshold for theta and above 
threshold for SMR 
 
This sample screen was provided by Dr. Stephen Sideroff.  Please contract sideroff@ucla.edu for more details. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI 1EEG Beta Training - Dual.scr 
 
Channel Set:  PI 1 EEG IIR Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Training 
Description: Beta Training – Dual Monitor 
 
Overview: This screen requires that you have two monitors installed on your computer. 
If you view it with a single monitor, you will only see the clinician half (left). On the 
clinician side, a line graph shows the raw EEG signal, at the top. Below the line graph, 
there is a 2D and a 3D Spectrum graph. Just to the left of the Spectrum instruments, there 
are three bar graphs (with integrated percentage of time over threshold displays) and a 
Settings instrument, which allows you to adjust the reward band’s cutoff frequencies on 
the fly.  
 
On the client side, three child-bar graphs mirror the scale and threshold settings from the 
bar graphs on the clinician side, to give the client immediate information on any feedback 
setting changes. A counter instrument and an AVI animation instrument show the number 
of discrete rewards. Another AVI animation instrument gives instantaneous feedback on 
threshold conditions.  
 
Purpose: This screen is designed for a dual monitor set-up. The clinician controls the 
feedback conditions by manipulating the thresholds on the bar graphs. The on-going 
percentage of time over threshold calculation helps find appropriate threshold values, 
which are controlled from the three bar graphs, on the left. The settings instrument shows 
the actual frequency cut-off values for the reward band. If you need to adjust them, right-
click over the settings instrument to open the dialog box. You have to click Apply for a 
change to be made. The AVI animation that shows a number of small biplanes has a 
maximum of 20 images but the number counter can count higher. You can reset the 
counter, when the animation has reached its maximum, by clicking on the Reset button. 
 
 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI 1EEG SMR Training - Dual.scr 
 
Channel Set:  PI 1 EEG IIR Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Training 
Description: SMR Training – Dual Monitor 
 
Overview: This screen requires that you have two monitors installed on your computer. 
If you view it with a single monitor, you will only see the clinician half (left). On the 
clinician side, a line graph shows the raw EEG signal, at the top. Below the line graph, 
there is a 2D and a 3D Spectrum graph. Just to the left of the Spectrum instruments, there 
are three bar graphs (with integrated percentage of time over threshold displays) and a 
Settings instrument, which allows you to adjust the reward band’s cutoff frequencies on 
the fly.  
 
On the client side, three child-bar graphs mirror the scale and threshold settings from the 
bar graphs on the clinician side, to give the client immediate information on any feedback 
setting changes. A counter instrument and an AVI animation instrument show the number 
of discrete rewards. Another AVI animation instrument gives instantaneous feedback on 
threshold conditions.  
 
Purpose: This screen is designed for a dual monitor set-up. The clinician controls the 
feedback conditions by manipulating the thresholds on the bar graphs. The on-going 
percentage of time over threshold calculation helps find appropriate threshold values, 
which are controlled from the three bar graphs, on the left. The settings instrument shows 
the actual frequency cut-off values for the reward band. If you need to adjust them, right-
click over the settings instrument to open the dialog box. You have to click Apply for a 
change to be made. The AVI animation that shows a number of small biplanes has a 
maximum of 20 images but the number counter can count higher. You can reset the 
counter, when the animation has reached its maximum, by clicking on the Reset button. 
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PI EEG 1 Ch Linegraph Signal Pk-Pk.scr 
 
Channel Set:  PI 1 EEG IIR Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Report 
Description: Linegraph Review EEG Signal Pk-Pk Report 
 
Overview: The screen is composed of 12 linegraphs showing physiological EEG peak-
to-peak signals of different wave bands, one multi-line graph showing the peak-to-peak 
amplitude of alpha, theta and EMG artifacts. An array of numeric displays show mean, 
standard deviation, coefficient variability, percentage of time above goal, and mean 
percentage of power for alpha, theta and EMG artifacts.  
 
Purpose: This screen is designed for reviewing and artifacting session data. Loading this 
screen in record mode allows you to monitor the signal quality before using a feedback 
training screen.   
 
 
 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI EEG 1 Ch Linegraph Signal Raw.scr 
 
Channel Set:  PI 1 EEG IIR Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Report 
Description: Linegraph Review EEG Raw Signal Report 
 
Overview: The screen is composed of 12 linegraphs showing physiological EEG raw 
signals of different wave bands, one multi-line graph showing the peak-to-peak amplitude 
of alpha, theta and EMG artifacts. An array of numeric displays show mean, standard 
deviation, coefficient variability, percentage of time above goal, and mean percentage of 
power for alpha, theta and EMG artifacts.  
 
Purpose: This screen is designed for reviewing and artifacting session data. Loading this 
screen in record mode allows you to monitor the signal quality before using a feedback 
training screen.   
 
 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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Physiology Screens: 

 
PI Sideroff 1 EEG 2Phy Assessment.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI Sideroff 1 EEG Temp SC EMG Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG & Phy Assessment 
Description: 1 EEG & 2 Phy Assessment 
 
Overview: This assessment screen presents the raw EEG along with a 2D frequency 
distribution graph and a 3D FFT graph. Theta/Beta bar graph has a threshold with ability 
to assess Theta/Beta ratios second by second, along with a line graph presenting skin 
temperature and skin conductance 
 
Purpose: For checking raw EEG, frequency distribution and for quick Theta/Beta ratio 
assessment, as well as checking peripheral recordings 
 
 
This sample screen was provided by Dr. Stephen Sideroff.  Please contract sideroff@ucla.edu for more details. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI Sideroff 1EEG 2Phy Report.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI Sideroff 1 EEG Temp SC EMG Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG & Phy Assessment   
Description: 1 EEG and Physiology review/report  
 
Overview:  The screen is composed of two multi-line graphs and a number of numeric 
instruments. One multi-line graph shows the various EEG bands as peak-to-peak 
amplitude values, while the other graph shows the skin conductance and temperature 
traces. The numeric instruments show a number of instantaneous values and statistical 
values.  
 
Purpose: The screen is used for reviewing session data and producing session reports. 
When the time marker is used to scroll across the session data, the numeric instruments 
show the values at the time marker. You can zoom in and out by adjusting the time scale 
in the button bar. To produce a session report, click Calculate Statistics and then click 
Print. For best results, the artifact data should have been rejected using a screen showing 
the raw signals on single line graphs. 
 
 
This sample screen was provided by Dr. Stephen Sideroff.  Please contract sideroff@ucla.edu for more details. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI Sideroff 1EEG 3Phy SMR SC Temp EMG 01.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI Sideroff 1 EEG Temp SC EMG Feedback.chs 
Category: Multimodality Training 
Description: EEG SMR FB with AVI + SC & Temp  
 
Overview: This screen combines SMR training (with Theta and Hi Beta inhibits) along with 
training of skin temperature (color changes to green when TEMP is above threshold), skin 
conductance (color changes to green when SC is below threshold) and EMG (color change as 
well as proportional tone when EMG goes above threshold). Screen uses three criteria on the left 
to train SMR. Two bar graphs require Theta and Hi Beta to be below threshold, while the third 
criterion requires SMR to be above threshold.  Satisfying all three criteria results in music going 
on and the picture to animate.  Screen also monitors SC and TEMP, with changes in color to 
green to indicate success; EMG is presented in a line graph.  It shows change in color when EMG 
goes above threshold and this is accompanied by a proportional tone. Goal is to keep EEG sound 
on while keeping the EMG tone off. 
 
Purpose: Useful in integrating EEG and peripheral training.  Screen has specific use for pain 
and muscle tension clients where specific muscles can be monitored while enhancing SMR and 
lowering theta. 
 
This sample screen was provided by Dr. Stephen Sideroff.  Please contract sideroff@ucla.edu for more details. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI Sideroff 1EEG 3Phy SMR SC Temp EMG 02.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI Sideroff 1 EEG Temp SC EMG Feedback.chs 
Category: Multimodality Training 
Description: EEG SMR FB with AVI + SC & Temp 
 

Overview: This screen is exactly the same as the one above with the only change being that 
EMG above threshold inhibits EEG feedback (animation & sound), and EMG does not have 
sound feedback. This screen combines SMR/EMG combined training (SMR reinforcement with 
Theta and Hi Beta inhibits AND peripheral EMG inhibit) along with training of Skin temperature 
(color changes to green when TEMP is above threshold), skin conductance (color changes to 
green when SC is below threshold). Screen uses four criteria to train SMR. Two bar graphs on the 
left require Theta and Hi Beta to be below threshold, while the third criterion requires SMR to be 
above threshold. Peripheral EMG, shown in line graph at bottom is also linked, so that EMG 
above threshold also inhibits SMR feedback. Satisfying all four criteria results in music going on 
and the picture to animate.  Screen also monitors SC and TEMP, with changes in color to green to 
indicate success. Goal is to keep EEG sound on.   
 
Purpose: Useful in integrating EEG and peripheral training.  Screen has specific use for pain 
and muscle tension clients where specific muscles can be monitored while enhancing SMR and 
lowering theta. 
 
This sample screen was provided by Dr. Stephen Sideroff.  Please contract sideroff@ucla.edu for more details. 
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PI DM HRV Assessment.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI DM EKG HRV 
Category: HRV Review 
Description: HRV Assessment 
 
Overview: This assessment screen displays raw EKG, Heart Rate, Respiration, Skin 
Conductance and Temperature, via line graphs, digital displays, and an HRV spectral 
display. This screen provides line graphs showing the EKG, Heart Rate, Respiration, Skin 
Conductance and Temperature, as well as digital displays showing the moment to 
moment values of each of these parameters. The screen includes a three dimensional 
spectral display of Heart Rate Variability across frequency ranges. It also includes a line 
graph showing the amplitude of Heart Rate Variability in the three standard frequency 
ranges utilized in biofeedback, Very Low Frequency, Low Frequency, and High 
Frequency. 
 
Purpose: This screen can be used to record and display multiple modalities during an 
initial assessment session, and to replay session data at a later time. 
 
This sample screen was provided by Donald Moss. Please contact dmoss@saybrook.edu 
for more details. 
 
Click to return to contents… 
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PI DM HRV LF Training.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI DM EKG HRV 
Category: HRV Training 
Description: HRV LF Training with Animation 
 
Overview: This screen provides a bar graph display with the Percent Power in the Very 
Low Frequency (VLF), Low Frequency (LF), and High Frequency (HF) ranges of Heart 
rate Variability, digital display of the Low Frequency percent power, and the current peak 
frequency of Heart Rate Variability. It also provides an animated figure to display change 
in the Percent Power in the Low Frequency range. 
 
Purpose: This training screen is used to reinforce shifts in several interrelated 
parameters. The animated boy morphs into a superhero when the percent of power in the 
desired Low Frequency range increases. The trainee can also be encouraged to shift color 
in the bar graphs, increasing green (Low Frequency activity), and decreasing lavender 
(Very Low Frequency) and blue (High Frequency). Increases in percent power in the 
Low Frequency range reflect slow, full diaphragmatic breathing, a cessation of anxious 
thoughts, and a relaxed positive emotionality.  
 
This sample screen was provided by Donald Moss. Please contact dmoss@saybrook.edu 
for more details. 
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PI DM HRV Report.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI DM EKG HRV 
Category: HRV Report 
Description: HRV Report + temperature & skin conductance 
 
Overview: This screen shows the means for Heart Rate, Respiration Rate, Heart Rate 
Max-Heart Rate Min (a useful measure of heart rate variability), Skin Conductance, 
Temperature, the Percent Power in each of three frequency ranges for heart rate 
Variability, and the Standard Deviation of the cardiac Inter beat Interval (SDRR). The 
latter measure, the SDRR, is a second measure of heart rate variability. The screen also 
shows by line graph and digital display moment to moment changes in Respiration Rate, 
Heart Rate Max-Min (a second measure of variability), Heart Rate, Skin Conductance, 
Temperature, and the Percent Power of Heart rate Variability for three standard 
frequency ranges.  
 
Purpose: This screen displays a large amount of data at once, allowing one to review 
brief segments within a trial, or an entire training session at one glance, displaying means 
for the selected time frame, and line graphs showing variation over time. It is useful as a 
report screen, or to review session data in service of further treatment planning.  
 
This sample screen was provided by Donald Moss. Please contact dmoss@saybrook.edu for more 
details. 
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PI DM HRV Review.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI DM EKG HRV 
Category: HRV review 
Description: HRV Review 
 
Overview: This screen shows Respiration and Heart Rate on one line graph, along with 
current values in digital displays. It also shows Skin Conductance and Temperature via 
line graph and digital display. Heart Rate Variability is depicted in three ways: first, a bar 
graph display of Percent of Total Power in each of three frequency ranges, second, a bar 
graph display of HRV amplitude in the same three frequency ranges, and finally, a two 
dimensional spectral display shows Heart Rate Variability in a tri-color display, with the 
Very Low Frequency range in purple, the Low Frequency Range in Green, and the High 
Frequency range in blue.  The Peak Frequency also shows up as a one bin wide red stripe, 
and the Median Frequency shows up in lavender. 
 
Purpose: This screen is useful for replaying session data, and can also be used to display 
session data in reports. The screen will display data over any designated length of time. 
 
This sample screen was provided by Donald Moss. Please contact dmoss@saybrook.edu 
for more details.   
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PI DM HRV - Resp Training.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI DM EKG HRV 
Category: HRV Training 
Description: HRV Resp Training 
 
Overview: The screen displays respiration and heart rate in parallel on a line graph.  The 
screen also displays the current Respiration Rate and Heart Rate, and a bar graph depicts 
moment-to-moment variations in Heart Rate.  The fractal display reflects changes in the 
critical training variable: HR Max minus HR Min, showing an absolute measure of heart 
rate variability. 
 
Purpose: This screen is designed for what is frequently called “RSA training.” The 
screen provides a graphic display of the inhalation/exhalation activity of respiration in 
parallel with changes in heart rate. This training screen is designed to train controlled, 
paced respiration, thereby producing a parallel series of oscillations in heart rate, and also 
training increases in this critical measure of heart rate variability.  
 
This sample screen was provided by Donald Moss. Please contact dmoss@saybrook.edu 
for more details. 
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PI SW 8Ch Skin Conductance.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI SW 8Ch Skin Conductance.chs 
Category: Skin Conductance Group Training  
Description: 8 Ch Skin Conductance 
 
Overview: The screen is composed of 8 single linegraphs and 8 numeric displays on a 
single monitor, showing 8 channels of skin conductance.   
 
Purpose: Used for group training sessions with Dual Screen version for a single monitor.   
 
 
This sample screen was provided by Sue Wilson.  Please contact  vwilson@YorkU.ca  or 
viettaw@yahoo.com  for more details. 
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PI SW 8Ch Skin Conductance Dual Screen.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI SW 8Ch Skin Conductance.chs 
Category: Skin Conductance Group Training 
Description: 8 Ch Skin Conductance 
 
Overview: The screen is composed of 8 single linegraphs and 8 numeric displays on dual 
monitors, showing 8 channels of skin conductance.   
 
Purpose: Used for group training sessions with Dual Screen version for multiple 
monitors.   
 
 
 
This sample screen was provided by Sue Wilson.  Please contact  vwilson@YorkU.ca  or 
viettaw@yahoo.com for more details. 
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EMG Screens: 

 
PI NS 2 EMG Assessment with Histogram.scr 
 

Channel Set: PI NS 2 Ch EMG.chs  
Category: 2 Channel EMG Review 
Description: 2 EMG linegraphs and 2 FFT for reward & inhibit 
 
Overview: This screen is a general-purpose screen for reviewing EMG data. At the 
bottom of the screen, two line graphs show the raw signals for both EMG channels. 
Above and to the right, two 3D FFT instruments show a waterfall display of the 
frequency spectra for the same two channels. To the left of the 3D instruments, two line 
graphs show the virtual channels for RMS and median frequency. To the left of the line 
graphs, numeric instruments show instantaneous values for each of these channels. 
Above the line graphs and to the right, numeric instruments show on-going statistics.  
 
Purpose: This screen is used for reviewing session data and producing session reports. 
When the time marker is used to scroll across the session data, the numeric instruments 
show the values at the time marker. You can zoom in and out by adjusting the time scale 
in the button bar. You can use the bottom line graphs to reject artifact data. To produce a 
session report, click Calculate Statistics and then click Print. 
 
This sample screen was provided by Nancy Schully at Southern Biofeedback Corp.  Please contact 
nschully@concentric.net  for more details. 
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PI NS 2EMG Assessment.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI NS 2 Ch EMG.chs  
Category: 2 Channel EMG Assessment 
Description: 2 EMG Monitoring for Assessment 
 
Overview: Channel 1 changes color from dark pink to light pink when the signal goes 
over threshold. Channel 2 changes from dark green to light green when the signal goes 
over threshold.  The screen includes statistics for both channels 1 and 2, which include 
average, standard deviation, peak, minimum and current.  The “10 sec” shown on the 
display refers to the default value for the time period over which each statistic is 
calculated (epoch).  The screen also shows the 3-D spectral signal for channels 1 and 2. 
 
Purpose: This screen can be used to assess 2 channels of sEMG.  It could also be used in 
a script as it has a prompt for that purpose only. 
 
 
This sample screen was provided by Nancy Schully at Southern Biofeedback Corp.  Please contact 
nschully@concentric.net  for more details. 
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PI NS 2 EMG Hero Morph fast.scr 
 

Channel Set: PI NS 2 Ch EMG.chs (MyoScan Sensors in channels A&B) 
Category: 2 Channel EMG Training 
Description: PI EMG Hero Morph fast 
 
Overview: Channels 1 and 2 are connected to 2 virtual channels giving the RMS values 
calculated from the raw EMG signals acquired from 2 MyoScan sensors. The linegraph for 
channel 2 is green and turns to grey when the signal goes over threshold. The linegraph for 
channel 1 is pink and has no threshold.  The animation is of a boy that changes to a 
superhero as the EMG signal on channel 1 increases. The screen includes statistics for both 
channels 1 and 2, which include average, standard deviation, peak, minimum and current.  
The “10 sec” shown on the display refers to the default value for the period over which 
each statistic is calculated (epoch). 
 
Purpose: The purpose of this display screen is to measure and provide feedback on a 
smaller muscle group.  For this purpose, the default scale ranges for the linegraphs and 
for the animation are set at 0-20 microvolts.   
 
This sample screen was provided by Nancy Schully at Southern Biofeedback Corp.  Please contact 
nschully@concentric.net  for more details. 
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PI NS 2 EMG Reward & Inhibit Hero Morph slow.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI NS 2 Ch EMG.chs  
Category: 2 Channel EMG Training 
Description: PI EMG Hero Morph slow   
 
Overview: Channel 1 changes color from light pink to dark pink when the signal goes 
over threshold. Channel 2 changes from dark green to light green when the signal goes 
over threshold. There is no sound feedback on channel 2.  The animation of a boy 
changes to a superhero, and plays a midi tone when the EMG signal from Channel 1 goes 
over threshold and the signal from Channel 2 is below threshold. The longer the criteria 
are met, the more the boy changes to a superhero, until the animation change is complete.  
The animation can then be reset. The screen includes statistics for both channels 1 and 2, 
which include average, standard deviation, peak, minimum and current.  The “10 sec” 
shown on the display refers to the default value for the time period over which each 
statistic is calculated (epoch). 
 
Purpose: The purpose of this screen is to train 2 muscle groups.  Channel 1 is rewarded 
and channel 2 is inhibited. 
 
This sample screen was provided by Nancy Schully at Southern Biofeedback Corp.  Please contact 
nschully@concentric.net  for more details. 
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PI NS 2 EMG Water Rise & Fall 2.scr 
 
Channel Set: PI NS 2 Ch EMG.chs 
Category: 2 Channel EMG Training 
Description: PI EMG Water Recede 
 
Overview: Channel 1 changes color from dark pink to light pink when the signal goes 
over the animation threshold. Channel 2 changes from dark green to light green when the 
signal goes over threshold.  The animation of water changes from high tide to low tide 
when the EMG signal on channel 1 goes over threshold and the signal from Channel 2 is 
below threshold. The longer the criteria are met, the more the water recedes, until the 
animation change is complete.  The animation can then be reset. The screen includes 
statistics for both channels 1 and 2, which include average, standard deviation, peak, 
minimum and current.  The “10 sec” shown on the display refers to the default value for 
the time period over which each statistic is calculated (epoch). 
 
Purpose: The purpose of this screen is to provide a greater challenge to the person. When 
the signal on channel 1 is over threshold, the water recedes and the person hears audio 
feedback related to the ocean and the sound of water.   
 
This sample screen was provided by Nancy Schully at Southern Biofeedback Corp.  Please contact 
nschully@concentric.net  for more details. 
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Scripts 
EEG Scripts: 
 
The 6 evaluation scripts below were provided by Louise E. Marks, MS, 
OTR, BCIA-C 
Please contact: General Biofeedback, EEG, and Pelvic Muscle Dysfunction Biofeedback. Boulder NeuroTraining Center, 
2300 Broadway, Boulder, CO 80304 Office Tel/Fax: 303-447-8443 Home: 303-546-6639 www.louisemarks.com
 
 
PI LM 3 Down Train.prt 
 
Channel Set: PI LM 1EEG IIR.chs 
Category: EEG Training 
Description: Three Conditions Down training 
Overview: One activity (3 minutes) Three Conditions Down Training. Screen: PI LM 
Raw 3 Down Dual Monitor. The training objective is to decrease beta3, beta2, and theta. 
A raw tracing on the client’s screen turns blue and a counter advances when all 
conditions are satisfied. Statistics pop up automatically at the end of the activity and the 
activity can be repeated. 
Purpose: Use this script to track training progress by making a trend report from saved 
scripts. Use the flexibility of the training screen to focus on selective training objectives 
(theta down, beta3 down, beta2 down). Repeat the activity to compare trial to trial and 
reward for progress.   
 
 
PI LM Beta2 Downtrain.prt  
 
Channel Set: PI LM 1EEG IIR.chs 
Category: EEG Training 
Description: Beta2 Downtrain CD Audio 
Overview: One activity, PI LM Beta2 Downtrain Screen, 4-minute duration, CD required 
for audio feedback. The training objective is to decrease beta2 activity and increase the % 
time beta1 is higher than beta2. Means, % time Beta1>Beta2, and % time Beta3<Beta2 
statistics are displayed after the activity. The activity can be repeated over and over. 
Purpose: The ability to repeat the four-minute activity with an automatic display of the 
data gives the therapist the opportunity to focus on the training rather than the operation 
of the software. A token reward system can easily be set up. The length of the activity 
can be changed at the beginning of the script. Trend reports can be designed to track 
changes in data (beta2 mean, % time beta3<beta2, etc.) across saved scripts. 
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PI LM Eval w Beta3 Dn CD.prt 
PI LM Eval w Beta3 Dn.prt 
 
Channel Set: PI LM 1EEG IIR.chs 
Category: EEG Training 
Description: Eval with Beta3 Down with CD/ Eval with Beta3 Down 
Overview: Three activities (5 minutes): Pre-baseline (1); Beta3 Downtraining (3); Post-
baseline (1). Screens: PI LM Eval_Means, PI LM Eval_uV_Beta3 Dn CD/PI LM 
Eval_uV_Beta3 Down, PI LM Eval_Means. Audio feedback: CD or Midi. View 
bandwidth means during the pre and post baseline activities and the micro-volt readings 
during the Beta3 down training activity. 
Purpose: Use this script to quiet a restless client by training them to bring beta3 activity 
down which is associated with EMG hyperactivity. Have clients repeat the training 
activity until the desired % time Beta3<Beta2 reading is achieved. Change the duration of 
the baselines or training activity at the beginning of the script. Make a trend report from 
saved script data.  
 
 
 
PI LM ThetaB3 Dn_SMR Up Dual Monitor.prt 
PI LM ThetaB3 Dn_SMR Up Single Monitor.prt 
 
Channel Set: PI LM 1EEG IIR.chs 
Category: EEG Training 
Description: ThetaBeta3 Down_SMR Up Dual Monitor/ ThetaBeta3 Down_SMR Up 
Single Monitor 
Overview: Test and One Activity (5 minutes) Test (1) Training (4) with three screens 
Screens: PI LM Eval_Means, PI LM Theta SMR Walk (Single or Dual Monitor) and PI 
LM Theta SMR Maze (Single or Dual Monitor). View bandwidth means during the test 
activity. After the test desired thresholds can be calculated (80% above or below 
threshold). The training activity is four minutes with two screens displayed for variety. 
The animation is driven and the counter progresses when SMR is above threshold, beta3 
is below threshold and theta is below threshold.  At the end of the training activity 
statistics pop up automatically and the activity can be repeated. 
Purpose: Repeat the training activity to compare trial periods. Make a trend report from 
saved scripts to measure progress made with training goals. 
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The 4 sample scripts below were provided by Dr. Stephen Sideroff.  
 Please contract sideroff@ucla.edu for more details. 
 
 

PI Sideroff 1EEG Beta Training.prt  
 
Channel Set: PI Sideroff 1 EEG General Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Training 
Description: Links 10, 2.5 minute Beta training periods, separated by 15-second rest 
periods. 
Overview: Uses the basic Beta training screen labeled, “PI Sideroff 1EEG Beta 
Training.scr”, in a sequential protocol that takes client through 10, 2.5 minute training 
periods.  Training periods are separated by 15-second rests.   
Purpose: For Beta training in which client can review within session improvement with 
session trend report.  
 
PI Sideroff 1EEG Hi Alpha Training.prt  
 
Channel Set: PI Sideroff 1 EEG General Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Training 
Description: Links 10, 2.5 minute Hi Alpha training periods, separated by 15-second 
rest periods. 
Overview: Uses the basic Hi Alpha training screen labeled, “PI Sideroff 1EEG Hi Alpha 
Training.scr”, in a sequential protocol that takes client through 10, 2.5 minute training 
periods.  Training periods are separated by 15-second rests.   
Purpose: For Hi Alpha training in which client can review within session improvement 
with session trend report. 
 
PI Sideroff 1EEG SMR Training.prt  
 
Channel Set: PI Sideroff 1 EEG General Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG Training 
Description: Links 10, 2.5 minute SMR training periods, separated by 15-second rest 
periods. 
Overview: Uses the basic SMR training screen labeled, “PI Sideroff 1EEG SMR 
Training 01.scr”, in a sequential protocol that takes client through 10, 2.5 minute training 
periods.  Training periods are separated by 15-second rests.   
Purpose: For SMR training in which client can review within session improvement with 
session trend report. 
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PI Sideroff 1EEG Temp SC Baseline.prt 
 
Channel Set: PI Sideroff 1 EEG General Feedback.chs  
Category: EEG & Physiology baseline 
Description: EEG, Skin Conductance and Temperature Assessment 
Overview: The script is composed of a single activity with two steps. The first step is an 
instruction step, which allows the user to verify the quality of the various sensor signals 
and pauses recording until a key is pressed on the keyboard. The second step starts when 
a key is pressed and performs a 2-minute baseline recording. The script loads the “PI 
Sideroff 1EEG 2Phy Assessment.scr” screen. Statistics are calculated and shown at the 
end of the script. 
Purpose: This script is used to record pre- or post- training baseline sessions for the 
purpose of generating simple trend reports. 
 
 
PI MT 1EEG 6Phy Baseline.prt 
 
Channel Set: PI MT 1EEG 6Phy Feedback.chs 
Category: EEG & Physiology Baseline 
Description: 1 EEG 6 Physiology Baseline Assessment 
Overview: The script is composed of a single activity with two steps. The first step is an 
instruction step, which allows the user to verify the quality of the various sensor signals 
and pauses recording until a key is pressed on the keyboard. The second step starts when 
a key is pressed and performs a 2-minute baseline recording. The script loads the “PI MT 
1EEG 6Phy Assessment.scr” screen. Statistics are calculated and shown at the end of the 
script.  
Purpose: This script is used to record pre- or post- training baseline sessions for the 
purpose of generating simple trend reports. 
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Physiology Script: 
 
PI DM EKG HRV Baseline.prt 
 
Channel Set: PI DM EKG HRV.chs 
Category: EKG baseline  
Description: HRV Baseline Assessment 
Overview: The script is composed of a single activity with two steps. The first step is an 
instruction step, which allows the user to verify the quality of the various sensor signals 
and pauses recording until a key is pressed on the keyboard. The second step starts when 
a key is pressed and performs a 2-minute baseline recording. The script loads the “PI DM 
HRV Assessment.scr” screen. Statistics are calculated and shown at the end of the script. 
Purpose: This script is used to record pre- or post- training baseline sessions for the 
purpose of generating simple trend reports. 
 
 

EMG Scripts: 
 
PI NS 2EMG 4Act Assessment.prt 
 
Channel Set: PI NS 2 Ch EMG.chs  
Category: 2 EMG Baseline  
Description: 2 Ch EMG 4 Activity Assessment  
 
Overview: The script performs a standard EMG assessment for two channels of EMG. It 
is composed of 4 activities: Pre-baseline, Work/Rest, Endurance and post-baseline. The 
script uses the “PI NS 2EMG Assessment.scr” screen. Statistics are calculated and shown 
at the end of the script. 
Purpose: This script is used to record pre- or post-training assessment sessions for the 
purpose of monitoring visit-to-visit changes and generating trend reports.  
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Thumbnails of 128 animations included in the Multi-Modality Suite: 
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